
1001 Helen Fahey fuchsia bush

1002 Helen Fahey fuchsia bush

1003 Helen Fahey fuchsia bush

1004 Helen Fahey fuchsia bush

1005 Helen Fahey fuchsia bush

1006 Helen Fahey fuchsia bush

1007 Salix tree

1008 Damson tree (prunus domestica)

1009 Peach tree (prunus persica)

1010 Morello cherry tree (prunus cerasus)

1011 Rosa ruby anniversary

1012 Rosa ruby anniversary

1013 Potted hydrangea

1014 Potted hydrangea

1015 Potted hydrangea

1016 Potted hydrangea

1017 Potted hydrangea

1018 Potted hydrangea

1019 Potted hydrangea

1020 Potted hydrangea

1021 Potted hydrangea

1022 Potted hydrangea

1023 Potted hydrangea

1024 Potted hydrangea

1025 Tray of runner bean plants

1026 Tray of runner bean plants

1027 Tray of dianthus

1028 Tray of dianthus

1029 Tray of dianthus

1030 Tray of fuchsias

1031 Tray of fuchsias

1032 Tray of calibrachoa

1033 Tray of marguerite

1034 2 trays of Hot Thai Dragon chilli pepper plants

1035 Purple pelargonium

1036 Purple pelargonium

1037 Purple pelargonium

1038 Potted white verbena

1039 Mixed dahlia

1040 Mixed dahlia

1041 Mixed dahlia

1042 Mixed dahlia

1043 Mixed hollyhock

1044 Mixed hollyhock

1045 Mixed hollyhock

1046 Mixed hollyhock

1047 Mixed hollyhock

1048 Red pelargonium

1049 Red pelargonium

1050 3 small trays of marigolds

1051 3 small trays of marigolds

1052 3 small trays of marigolds

1053 3 small trays of mixed plants

1054 3 small trays of mixed plants

1055 2 wooden patio pots of mixed plants

1056 5 small trays of mimulus scarlet

1057 5 small trays of mimulus scarlet

1058 Pink pelargonium

1059 Pink pelargonium

1060 Potted white and pink pelargonium

1061 Potted white and pink pelargonium

1062 Potted white and pink pelargonium

1063 5 small trays of geraniums

1064 4 small trays of geraniums

1065 4 small trays of geraniums

1066 3 orange pixie liliums

1067 3 orange pixie liliums

1068 3 orange pixie liliums

1069 Fuchsia bush

1070 Fuchsia bush

1071 Fuchsia bush

1072 Fuchsia bush

1073 Fuchsia bush

1074 Fuchsia bush

1075 Fuchsia bush

1076 Fuchsia bush
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1077 4 rhubarb

1078 4 rhubarb

1079 Tray of begonia

1080 Tray of begonia

1081 Tray of begonia

1082 Tray of lewesia

1083 Tray of lewesia

1084 2 conical shaped wicker hanging baskets of 
mixed plants

1085 3 red garden pots of strawberry plants

1086 2 red garden pots of strawberry plants

1087 2 red garden pots of strawberry plants

1088 2 wicker hanging baskets of mixed plants

1089 2 hardy geraniums

1090 2 hardy geraniums

1091 Potted aquilegia

1092 Potted aquilegia

1093 Potted aquilegia

1094 Potted aquilegia

1095 Potted aquilegia

1096 Potted aquilegia

1097 Potted aquilegia

1098 Potted aquilegia

1099 Potted aquilegia

1100 Potted aquilegia

1101 Potted aquilegia

1102 Potted aquilegia

1103 Potted aquilegia

1104 Potted aquilegia

1105 Potted aquilegia

1106 Potted aquilegia

1107 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1108 +VAT Pink rhododendron

1109 +VAT Pink rhododendron

1110 Tray of red pelargonia

1111 +VAT Potted mullie gilbert azalea

1112 Potted mullie gilbert azalea

1113 +VAT Potted mullie gilbert azalea

1114 +VAT Potted red azalea

1115 +VAT Potted red azalea

1116 +VAT Potted mullie gilbert azalea

1117 +VAT Potted hydrangea

1118 Potted aquilegia

1119 +VAT Bella fuchsia

1120 +VAT Standard rose

1121 +VAT Standard rose

1122 +VAT Standard rose

1123 +VAT Pink rose bush

1124 +VAT Pink rose bush

1125 +VAT Pink rose bush

1126 +VAT Pink rose bush

1127 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1128 Agapanthus

1129 4 small trays of begonias

1130 4 small trays of begonias

1131 2 Cherry Falls cherry tomato hanging baskets

1132 4 small trays of Beacon impatiens

1133 4 small trays of Beacon impatiens

1134 4 small trays of gazanias

1135 2 trays of Cambridge Favourite strawberry 
plants

1136 Potted lupin

1137 Potted lupin

1138 Potted lupin

1139 Potted lupin

1140 Potted lupin

1141 Potted lupin

1142 Potted lupin

1143 Potted lupin

1144 Magic Fountain delphinium

1145 Magic Fountain delphinium

1146 Magic Fountain delphinium

1147 Magic Fountain delphinium

1148 Tray of Pirouette petunias

1149 Tray of Pirouette petunias

1150 Tray of Pirouette petunias
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1151 Tray of Pirouette petunias

1152 Tray of Pirouette petunias

1153 Tray of Pirouette petunias

1154 Tray of Pirouette petunias

1155 Tray of Pirouette petunias

1156 Tray of Pirouette petunias

1157 Large tray of Express petunias

1158 Large tray of Express petunias

1159 Large tray of Express petunias

1160 Large tray of Express petunias

1161 Large tray of Express petunias

1162 Large tray of Express petunias

1163 Large tray of Express petunias

1164 Large tray of Express petunias

1165 Large tray of Express petunias

1166 Large tray of Fiesta calendula

1167 Large tray of Fiesta calendula

1168 4 small trays of Crystal Palace lobelia

1169 4 small trays of Festival dianthus

1170 4 small trays of Sapphire lobelia

1171 4 small trays of Montana Avalanche

1172 4 small trays of Regatta lobelia

1173 4 small trays of Artic Fire dianthus

1174 4 small trays of runner bean plants

1175 4 potted foxgloves

1176 3 potted foxgloves

1177 2 large trays of strawberry plants

1178 2 garden shrubs

1179 +VAT Lily plant

1180 Potted purple and cream fuchsia bush

1181 +VAT Potted Mullie Gilbert azalea

2001 +VAT Bag containing Kensington 
keyboard/mouse, PRF mouse, Ring Chime and 
3x media boxes

2002 +VAT Bag containing label printer, lamps, alarm 
clock, hearing aid charger, etc

2003 +VAT Selection of WiFi related devices; routers, 
switch, extender

2004 +VAT 4x Plusnet Hub Two's and 2 other Plusnet 
routers

2005 +VAT 6x BT WiFi Disc's and 1x BT Smart Hub 2

2006 +VAT Mixed lot of routers/hubs

2007 +VAT 2x Sky boxes and 2x Sky Broadband 
routers

2008 +VAT Box containing quantity of LP and 45 
records to include The Clash, Daniel Son, The 
Hip Priests and others

2009 +VAT Bag containing music CD albums and 
cassettes

2010 +VAT Bag containing DVD and Blu-Ray 
films/boxsets

2011 +VAT Bag containing quantity of loose costume 
and dress jewellery

2012 +VAT Bag containing quantity of loose 
sunglasses and reading glasses

2013 +VAT 2x Jabra headsets, 3x Sennheiser 
headsets plus wired/wireless earphones

2014 +VAT Bag containing mobile phone accessories; 
cases, covers, cables, adapters, power banks, 
etc

2015 +VAT Bag containing routers, remotes, 
adapters, speakers, etc

2017 +VAT Box containing LP and 45 records to 
include Black Sabbath, The Carpenters, Biffy 
Clyro and others

2018 +VAT Bag containing quantity of various size 
batteries

2019 +VAT Bag containing printer ink cartridges

2021 +VAT Bag containing digital cameras, webcam, 
vintage film cameras and camera accessories

2022 +VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone 
cases and covers

2023 +VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone 
accessories; adapters, plugs, leads, etc

2024 +VAT Quantity of various portable power banks

2025 +VAT Bag containing quantity of leads, cables 
and PSUs

2026 +VAT Quantity of Sky and other remote controls

2027 +VAT 2x bags containing electrical related 
sundries and accessories; adapters, mice, 
routers, speakers, boards, etc

2028 +VAT Bag containing quantity of CDs

2029 +VAT Bag containing quantity of printer ink 
cartridges

2030 +VAT Bag containing Blu-Ray and DVD 
films/boxsets
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2031 +VAT Bag containing quantity of loose costume 
and dress jewellery

2032 +VAT Assortment of loose sunglasses

2033 +VAT Assortment of loose reading glasses

2034 +VAT Bag containing mobile phone covers and 
cases

2035 +VAT Bag containing mobile phone accessories; 
cables, adapters, earphones, power bank, etc

2036 +VAT 2x bags containing electrical related 
sundries and accessories; routers, remotes, 
adapters, boards, PC mice, etc

2037 +VAT Bag containing computer parts and 
electrical accessories incl. mouse, remotes, mini 
keyboards, etc.

2038 +VAT Bag containing loose costume and dress 
jewellery

2039 +VAT Helma DH automatic stainless steel strap 
watch with replacement strap, box and case

2040 +VAT Talis Co. chronograph wristwatch with 
moon phase dial

2041 +VAT Lator Calibre chronograph dial wristwatch 
with box

2042 +VAT Lator Calibre L9180 gents wristwatch with 
chronograph movement

2043 +VAT Stockwell stainless steel strap 
chronograph with box

2044 +VAT Edison automatic movement skeleton 
face watch with box

2045 +VAT L.A. Banus mesh strap skeleton dial 
wristwatch with box

2046 +VAT Stockwell Limited Edition motorsport 
chronograph watch with motorsport themed 
case

2047 Seiko chronograph stainless steel strap 
wristwatch

2048 +VAT Gadzhi pair of glasses frames with box 
and case

2049 +VAT Pair of Prada sunglasses with case and 
box

2050 +VAT LG Xboom PN7 bluetooth speaker with 
box

2051 +VAT FitBit Charge 5, boxed

2052 +VAT FitBit Versa 3, boxed

2053 +VAT 3 sealed Google Nest Mini 2nd Gen 
speakers in boxes

2054 +VAT Motorola bluetooth speaker headset 
combo

2055 +VAT Selection of sealed Japanese animation 
films to include The Future Diary collection, The 
Promised Neverland, and Lupin III

2056 +VAT 17 PS4 games to include World at War, 
Red Dead Redemption 2, Grand Theft Auto 5

2057 +VAT Galaxy Buds Pro by Samsung

2058 +VAT Omron Basic blood pressure monitor

2059 +VAT Limited Edition Dracula bluray movie

2060 +VAT Sony Fe 1.4/85GM G-Series lens with e-
mount

2061 +VAT 2 Skull Candy Dime wireless earbud 
packs

2062 +VAT Selection of crystals and other stones, 
costume jewellery etc.

2063 +VAT Razer Kraken gaming headset with loose 
headset

2064 +VAT Ring Chime doorbell with contact sensor 
pack, may be locked to account

2065 +VAT In-car mount with 5 Pocket Juice packs

2066 +VAT JLab and LG wireless earbuds with 
charging cases

2067 +VAT Explore One wifi 4k action camera with 
accessories

2068 Samsung Galaxy S20FE 128GB mobile phone, 
with original box, glass screen protector and 
other accessories

2069 +VAT Kilim mechanical keyboard in white with 
cover

2070 +VAT Shimano C3000 NASCI reel with box

2071 +VAT Phillips Peaco Pix projector with box

2072 +VAT Scale model set NCC-70 492 USS 
Vancouver

2073 Laurel & Hardy DVD collection set

2074 +VAT Sonic the Hedeghog 1991-2006 collector 
pack x 3

2075 +VAT Acer Chromebook Spin 513 laptop, 
running Qualcomm Snapdragon processor, 4GB 
RAM, 64GB storage, complete with power 
supply and box

2076 +VAT Acer Swift 5 laptop Model SF514-55T, 
Core i7 11th Gen processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB 
storage, Windows 10 with psu and box

2077 +VAT HP Pavilion X360 Convertible laptop, 
Model 14-DY0017NA, Core i5 11th gen 
processor, 16GB RAM, 512GB storage, 
Windows 11, with psu and box

2078 +VAT Apple Airpods 3rd Gen with charging case 
and box
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2079 +VAT Apple Airpods 3rd Gen with charging case 
and box

2080 +VAT 4 x Belkin 10W wireless charging pads in 
boxes

2081 +VAT 3 x Apple Airpods Pro with charging case 
and cables, no boxes

2082 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2083 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2084 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2085 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2086 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2087 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2088 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2089 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2090 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2091 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2092 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2093 +VAT Android tablet with charging cable

2094 +VAT Inno Hit 707A android tablet

2095 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A12 mobile phone

2096 +VAT Apple iPhone 13 in green , 128GB , Model 
A2633 with box

2097 Mophie 3 in 1 wireless charging pad in box

2098 +VAT Toshiba Dynabook Satellite Pro laptop, 
Intel Celeron processor, 4GB RAM, 128GB 
storage, Windows 10 with psu and box

2099 +VAT HP Chromebook X360 laptop, 14B-
CB0002NA, Intel Pentium processor, 4GB RAM, 
64GB storage, Google Chrome OS, with psu 
and box

2100 +VAT HP Elitebook Core i5 10th Gen processor, 
16GB RAM, 256GB storage, Windows 10 with 
psu and box

2101 +VAT 13" Apple Macbook Pro A2338 with M1 
processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage, Mac OS 
Big Sur, with touchbar, psu and box (battery 
fault, does not charge)

2102 +VAT HP Pavilion touchscreen laptop, Core i5 
10th Gen processor, 16GB RAM, 512GB 
storage, Windows 10 with psu and box

2103 +VAT LG Gram 17" display laptop, Core i7 11th 
gen processor, 16GB RAM, 1TB storage, 
Windows 10, with box (no psu)

2104 +VAT HP Spectre X360 Convertible laptop, 
Core i5 11th gen processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB 
storage, Windows 11, with touchscreen, slip 
case, psu and box

2105 +VAT Acer Aspire 5 laptop, A515-56G, Intel 
Core i3 11th gen processor, 8GB RAm, 256GB 
storage, Windows 10 with psu and box

2106 +VAT Acer Chromebook Spin 513 laptop, 
Qualcomm Snapdragon processor, 4GB RAM, 
64GB storage, Chrome OS with psu and box

2107 +VAT Lenovo Ideapad 5 laptop, Core i5 11th 
gen processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage, OS 
does not restore, with psu and box

2108 +VAT Lenovo Thinkpad L14 laptop, Core i5 10th 
Gen processor, 8GB RAM, 128G storage, 
Windows 10, no psu

2109 +VAT Asus R.O.G gaming desktop computer, 
AMD Ryzen 5 processor, 16GB RAM, 512GB 
boot drive, 2TB storage, RTX 3060 graphics 
card, Windows 10, with box

2110 +VAT Asus Tuf 27" 144 HZ gaming desktop 
monitor

2111 +VAT Lenovo Idea Centre desktop all in one 
computer, Core i5 10th gen processor, 8GB 
RAM, 1TB storage, Windows 10, with psu, wired 
keyboard, and mouse, with box

2112 +VAT Samsung 24" monitor, no box

2113 +VAT HP Omen desktop gaming computer, 
AMD Ryzen 7 5700G processor, 16GB RAM, 
512GB boot drive, 2TB storage, RTX 3070 TI 
graphics card, Windows 10, with psu, no box

2114 +VAT Lenovo Chromebook Duet tablet with 
keyboard case and box

2115 +VAT Lenovo Chromebook, Intel i3 11th gen 
processor, 8GB RAM, 128GB storage, Chrome 
OS, with psu and box

2116 +VAT Asus gaming TUF 27'' monitor model 
VG27WQ 165hz with box (no psu)

2117 +VAT Asus gaming TUF 27'' monitor model 
VG27WQ 165hz with box (no psu)

2118 +VAT HP M27F 27'' monitor in box (untested)

2119 HP M27F 27'' monitor with psu (untested)

2120 Sega MegaDrive 2 16bit console with various 
games and replacement controllers
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2121 Sony PlayStation 1 console with various loose 
games, controllers and accessories

2122 Xbox One console with psu, controllers and 
headset

2123 2 Trust compact racing wheel sets model 
GXT570

2124 +VAT Bag containing 20+ Blu-ray and Ultra HD 
blu-ray movie sets to include Blade Runner 2049

2125 +VAT Xbox 360 console with transparent 
controller and psu

2126 Capcom Arcade Fight Stick Tournament Edition 
Street Fighter IV arcade controller

2127 Selection of Nintendo Game Boy and Nintendo 
64 games to include Goldeneye 007, Super 
Mario 64 and WarioLand : Super Mario Land 3 
for Nintendo Game Boy

2128 2 Xbox 360 consoles for spares and repairs (no 
accessories)

2129 2 Xbox 1st gen consoles (no accessories)

2130 Sony PlayStation 3 console with loose games 
and controllers

2131 Sony PlayStation 2 mini console with Buzz The 
Big Quiz Game, replacement controllers and 
Buzz buzzers

2132 Sony PlayStation 2 Guitar Hero pack controllers, 
accessories and games

2133 Bag containing various PlayStation 2 and PC 
games

2134 Box containing a large selection of PlayStation 2 
games to include Grand Theft Auto III, Need for 
Speed Underground 2 and others

2135 Cobra tripod

2136 Sony PlayStation 2 console with various games 
and accessories to include Metal Gear Solid 2 : 
Sons of Liberty

2137 Xbox 360 console with various games and 
accessories to include Grand Theft Auto : 
Episodes from Liberty City

2138 Nintendo Wii console with balance board, 
controllers and games to include Mario Kart and 
others

2139 Nintendo Wii console with balance board and 
Mario Strikers Charged Football game

2140 Nintendo Wii console with balance board, 
various accessories and games to include a 
copy of Pirates of the Caribbean : At World's 
End

2141 2 Xbox 360 consoles with various games to 
include Call of Duty : Ghosts

2142 +VAT Sony PlayStation 2 console with various 
games to include Tiger Woods PGA Tour

2143 Selection of graphic novels, comic books and 
other science fiction materials

2144 Large shelf comprising of selection of hardback 
and paperback books

2145 Selection of reference material and books inc. 
publishers such as Cambridge and Trafford

2146 Selection of reference material books inc. 
Oxford, DK Haynes publishers and others

2147 Large selection of hardback and paperback 
novels inc. Harry Potter series and Tolstoy's War 
& Peace

2148 Selection of hardback and paperback books, 
novels and children's books inc. various puzzle 
books, etc

2149 Selection of children's books, puzzle books, 
learning materials etc

2150 Large selection of hardback and paperback 
novels, autobiographies, etc

2151 Selection of reference material books inc, 
various publishers such as Oxford, MK and 
other

2152 +VAT HP Envy Inspire 7220E printer in box

2153 +VAT HP Envy 7830 printer in box

2154 +VAT HP Officejet pro 9019E printer in box

2155 +VAT Various electrical spares to include Sky 
Broadband hub package, keyboards, gaming 
controller chargers, Dell monitor stands, etc

2156 +VAT Box containing high yield replacement ink 
cartridge systems

2157 +VAT Selection of TV main boards and other 
connecting boards, PCBs, etc

2158 Bag containing various IT accessories, HP 
scanner and a Dell Dimension tower PC with 
monitor and keyboard

2159 +VAT LG 22'' monitor and a Benq 24'' monitor 
with boxes

2160 HP Colour Laserjet 2600N printer

2161 Box containing 6 various laptops to include 
Toshiba and Dell laptops

2162 Box containing HP ink cartridges (some sealed)

2163 Acer Aspire Windows 7 vintage desktop 
computer, speakers and notebook computer

2164 +VAT Sanus Simplicity full motion TV 
wallmounts to include 90'' brackets and a 55'' 
bracket
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2165 Thermal receipt printer and another Jolimark 
receipt printer

2166 +VAT Dell Alienware 17'' display laptop (no psu) 
core i7 7th gen cpu (untested)

2167 Lenovo T470S laptop, cracked hinge on screen - 
for spares or repair

2168 Samsung Notebook computer together with a 
Dell Inspiron 3000 Series laptop sold for spares 
and repairs

2169 2 Lenovo laptops to include a Lenovo G500 core 
i3 laptop, no psu, sold for spares and repairs

2170 2 Acer laptops sold for spares and repairs to 
include Acer Aspire E1 Series laptop, core i3 
cpu, replacement psu, sold for spares

2171 Apple Macbook Pro model A1502, sold for 
spares and repairs (no psu)

2172 5 various HP laptops sold for spares and repairs 
to include Windows 7 vintage laptops

2173 +VAT Lenovo Yoga Slim 7 core i5 10th gen 
laptop sold for spares and repairs

2174 +VAT HDAnywhere M Hub HDMI splitter device 
with networking

2175 +VAT Nec multi sync 23'' monitor with power 
cable

2176 Apple iMac all in one computer sold for spares 
and repairs

2177 +VAT HP Officejet 7510 printer

2178 +VAT Traco power 360w power supply unit with 
a Hive thermostat stand cradle

2179 +VAT PlayStation 4 controllers in white and blue

2180 Selection of PCB board controllers, multiple 
models, various configurations

2181 Selection of hard drives to include Crucial 2tb 
drive, Seagate 1.5tb drive and Western Digital 
1tb drive (untested)

2182 K1 Muvi action camera in box

2183 Ion Air Pro action camera (no accessories)

2184 Replay XD720 action camera with kit in bag

2185 Ion Air Pro wifi sports action camera with box

2186 Contour Rome 2 waterproof HD action camera 
with box

2187 Aoni multi video camera model Q718 with box

2188 Pair of underwater digital camera masks by 
Liquid Image

2189 2 boxes containing a variety of sunglasses 
frame

2190 Box containing a selection of Juice Bank 2400 
MAH battery power banks in boxes

2191 Samsung VP-D31 digital camcorder

2192 +VAT Apple iPhone 6 64gb mobile sold for 
spares and repairs

2193 Samsung Galaxy mobile (no 
charger/accessories)

2194 Lenovo Tab M8 HD tablet in box

2195 Lenovo TB-8505X tablet together with Linx 
tablet, keyboard and another tablet for spares 
and repairs

2196 1st gen Apple Pencil in box

2197 Selection of desktop RAM modules to include 
DDR3 and other RAM modules

2198 Vuzix camera glasses bluetooth set with carry 
case

2199 +VAT iPad Pro case with type cover keyboard 
(no screen, for spares and repairs)

2200 Selection of Apple iPhones for spares and 
repairs (possibly locked to iCloud accounts)

2201 +VAT Huawei MediaPad T5 10.1" 16GB tablet 
with box and charger

2202 +VAT Samsung Tab S6 Lite 64GB tablet with 
box and charger

2203 +VAT iPad Mini 4 64GB tablet with case (hair 
line cracks)

2204 +VAT iPad Mini 4 16GB tablet with case

2205 +VAT Lenovo TB-8505XS 32GB tablet (a/f)

2206 +VAT Amazon Fire HD 10 9th Gen tablet

2207 +VAT Kindle Oasis

2208 +VAT Kindle 10th Gen with blue case

2209 +VAT Kindle 10th Gen in white

2210 +VAT Kindle with pink case

2211 +VAT Gaomon S620 graphic tablet

2212 +VAT SanDisk 128GB SSD

2213 +VAT Samsung S10 128GB smartphone with 
box

2214 +VAT Samsung Galaxy M12 64GB Green 
smartphone with box and charger

2215 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A13 64GB Black 
smartphone with box

2216 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A12 64GB smartphone 
with box and charger

2217 +VAT *Sealed* Samsung Galaxy A`10s 32GB 
smartphone
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2218 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A`10s 32GB 
smartphone with box and charger

2219 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A`10s 32GB 
smartphone with box and charger

2220 +VAT Samsung A02s 32GB smartphone with 
box and charger

2221 +VAT iPhone XR 256GB smartphone

2222 +VAT Samsung S III Mini with box

2223 +VAT Sony Xperia G8341 smartphone (wrong 
box)

2224 +VAT *Sealed* Oscal C20 smartphone

2225 +VAT *Sealed* Nuu A5X smartphone

2226 +VAT Sony PS4 Pro 1TB games console with 
box, controller and power plug

2227 +VAT PS4 500GB console (unit and power 
cable)

2228 +VAT PS4 500GB console (unit and power 
cable)

2229 +VAT *Sealed* Nooie Cam 360

2230 +VAT Taxi Butler One button taxi calling device

2231 +VAT Taxi Butler One button taxi calling device

2232 +VAT SumUp Solo smart card terminal

2233 +VAT *Sealed* Google Pixel Stand

2234 +VAT BT Advanced & Essential Digital Home 
Phone's

2235 +VAT Podofo in-car multimedia player

2236 +VAT KMA Machines Fuzzly Bear guitar pedal

2237 +VAT Selection of headsets plus pair of 
headphones

2238 +VAT 3x portable bluetooth speakers, Roberts 3
-Band Radio and Oakcastle CD player

2239 +VAT 1x PS5 games, 3x PS4 games, 5x Xbox 
One games and 3x WiiU games

2240 +VAT 2x Nintendo Switch steelbook games; 
Zelda: Skyward Sword and Pokemon Legends

2241 +VAT 12x Nintendo Switch games

2242 +VAT 12x Nintendo Switch games

2243 +VAT Various retro games for Sega Mega Drive, 
N64, Nes, Gameboy Advance and PS1 plus 
video game soundtrack cassettes

2244 +VAT Mixed lot of console games for PS3, 
Gameboy, Nintendo DS, PS2, Gamecube

2245 +VAT *Sealed* Microsoft Office Professional 
Plus 2019

2246 +VAT *Sealed* Windows 10 Pro

2247 +VAT Magix Audio Cleaning Lab software

2248 +VAT Pandora earrings, Monica Vinader ring 
and Swarovski bangle

2249 +VAT Emporio Armani AR2460 wristwatch with 
box

2250 +VAT Armani Exchange AX2101 wristwatch

2251 +VAT Samsung Galaxy Watch

2252 +VAT Mixed lot of wristwatches

2253 +VAT Gucci GG0206SK sunglasses with box

2254 +VAT 5 vape kits; GeekVape L200, Smok G-
Priv3, Smok Mico Kit, Pax2 and IQOS

2255 +VAT 6x Innokin Endura T18 vaping kits

2256 +VAT Various vape pens from Smok, 
Vaporesso, Aspire and Vuse

2257 +VAT Mixed lot of vaping related 
accessories/spares

2258 +VAT *Sealed* Samsung Buds Live

2259 +VAT JBL Under Armour Flash wireless 
earphones

2260 +VAT Sennheiser CX wireless earphones

2261 +VAT Sony WF-XB700 wireless earphones

2262 +VAT Oticon hearing aids and spare batteries 
plus Cochlear part hearing aid

2263 +VAT Apeman 1080p action camera with 
accessories

2264 +VAT Canon PowerShot SX400 IS 16MP 
camera with box

2265 +VAT Vanbar D500 Digital Trail Camera

2266 +VAT Netvue Orb Cam home security camera

2267 +VAT HelloBaby 3.2" LCD baby monitor

2268 +VAT Nikon CoolPix 880 3MP vintage digital 
camera with box

2269 +VAT Mixed lot of film cameras and camera 
accessories

2270 +VAT *Sealed* Sony WF-XB700 Extra Bass 
wireless earphones

2271 +VAT Oximeters and infrared thermometer

2272 +VAT *Sealed* Black Magic Design Teranex 
Mini Smart Panel

2273 +VAT Bose Sleepbuds II

2274 +VAT Dell K17A dock and Dell Docking Station 
D6000

2275 +VAT Zebra MC330K barcode gun
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2276 +VAT 2x PS5 games, 7x PS4 games and 3x 
Xbox One games

2277 +VAT Marvel 'The Infinity Saga' (missing 3 films)

2278 +VAT The Goonies Blu-Ray DVD

2279 +VAT Assortment of loose costume and dress 
jewellery

2280 +VAT 9ct ring, chunky 925 silver chain and silver 
ring

2281 +VAT *Sealed* Samsung Galaxy Watch4 
smartwatch

2282 +VAT 2x smartwatches; HW22 Pro and LD9

2283 +VAT Tag Heuer Golf Edition smartwatch (2 
balls missing)

2284 +VAT 2022 Platinum Jubilee 50p with collection 
box and 2x Only Fools & Horses collectable 
50p's

2285 +VAT GoPro Hero 4 with various accessories

2286 +VAT Zoom Q2n musicians video recorder

2287 +VAT Double screen waterproof camera

2288 +VAT Oakley MX Dirt Bike goggles with case

2289 +VAT 5x Kingston A400 240GB SSD

2290 +VAT 5x Kingston A400 240GB SSD

2291 +VAT Avantree portable radio and wireless 
audio adapter

2292 +VAT Panasonic RZ-S500W wireless 
earphones

2293 +VAT HDCVI dome camera

2294 +VAT Oculus Quest 2 256GB VR headset and 
controllers

2295 +VAT Lilliput Lane L2459 The Mallard Record 
Breaker with box and COA

2296 +VAT 7x Xbox One games, 1x PS4 game and 
1x PS5 game

2297 +VAT Rolled gold bangle and small 9ct ring

2298 +VAT Pandora bracelets, charms and ring plus 
Swarovski necklaces

2299 +VAT *Sealed* Garmin Fenix 6 Pro Multisport 
GPS watch

2300 +VAT Garmin Venu 2S GPS smartwatch

2301 +VAT Fitbit Charge 5 fitness tracker

2302 +VAT Emporio Armani AR5866 wristwatch with 
box

2303 +VAT Nixon Regulus digital wristwatch with box

2304 +VAT G-Shock G-100 5158 wristwatch with tin

2305 +VAT G-Shock Xtreme 900 digital wristwatch

2306 +VAT Selection of boxed and loose 
wristwatches

2307 +VAT Platinum Jubilee 50p coin in box

2308 +VAT Tiffany & Co TF3077 ladies sunglasses 
with case and box

2309 +VAT Tory Burch TY6064 ladies sunglasses 
with case

2310 +VAT Ray-Ban RB3548 sunglasses with case 
and box

2311 +VAT Ray-Ban RB3026 aviator sunglasses with 
case and box

2312 +VAT Ray-Ban RB 4170 sunglasses with case

2313 +VAT 12x SanDisk flash drives in various 
capacities

2314 +VAT 13x SanDisk microSD cards in various 
capacities

2315 +VAT Mixed lot of flash drives and microSD 
cards from Kingston, Gigastone and others in 
various capacities

2316 +VAT Samsung T5 500GB portable SSD

2317 +VAT Samsung 870 QVO 2TB SSD

2318 +VAT Kane458s Flue Gas Analyser

2319 +VAT Bernina Embrodiery Software 9

2320 +VAT Bishop Rotary Wand tattoo machine

2321 +VAT SanDisk Extreme Pro 1TB portable SSD

2322 +VAT Dell K20A001 USB-C dock

2323 +VAT EnzyMed Professional MMFSG-5005 
medical device

2324 +VAT 1929 Half Eagle Replica 585 gold proof 
coin

2325 +VAT 10x 2022 1oz Britannia Silver Coin's

2326 +VAT 10x 2022 1oz Britannia Silver Coin's

2327 +VAT 70 Years Platinum Jubilee Silver Proof 
Coin

2328 +VAT Selection of collectable and 
commemorative coins

2329 +VAT Coin starter sets; Only Fools & Horses, 
Platinum Jubilee, Harry Potter and empty RAF 
coin folder

2330 +VAT Sterling silver Masonic crown medal

2331 Selection of mobile phones for spares and 
repairs including Sony, Blackberry, HTC and 
others

2332 +VAT Lenovo laptop battery
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2333 +VAT 10 packs each containing 10 pieces of 
Hangsen flavoured vape kit

2334 Signed denim jacket with various members of 
Black Sabbath lineup including Tony Iommi, Neil 
Murray, Tony Martin and Jeff Nicholls 
(unverified) 
£150-250

2335 Pair of H&H speakers from a Lanney amp 
signed by Tony Iommi of Black Sabbath 
£150-200

2336 +VAT Canvia model CANVIAWHT wireless 
display unit with wiped frame

2337 Selection of DC and Marvel Comics to include a 
CGC Universal Grade 9.8 Amazing Spiderman 
#61 and a Silver Surfer #1 from the 1980's

2338 Pair of airpods with charging cable

2339 Apple airpods pro charging case and pair of 1st 
Gen. apple airpods

2341 +VAT (R46) LG 43'' TV model 43UP77006LB 
with remote and box B15

2342 +VAT (R45) Sony 65'' 4K OLED TV model KD-
65A1 with remote (no stand and no box 
included)

2343 +VAT (R47) HiSense 55'' TV model 
55A7100FTUK (no stand)

2344 +VAT (R4) TCL 50" 4K TV model 50P720K with 
remote

2345 +VAT (R2 & B2) Samsung 43" TV model 
QE43Q65AA with remote and box

2346 +VAT (R44) Samsung 50'' 4K TV model 
QE50Q65TAU with remote and box B14

2347 +VAT TCL 43'' TV model 43C720K (heavily 
damaged display, large crack)

2348 +VAT Selection of retail shop carry case bags to 
include Hermés, Selfridges, Chanel, Dior and 
others

2349 +VAT Selection of various football team shirts to 
include Birmingham, Leeds, Reading and others

2350 +VAT Selection of sports souvenir memorabilia 
for various football clubs including Manchester 
City, Arsenal and Chelsea FC.

2351 +VAT Bag containing a large quantity of 
Manchester United sporting official memorabilia 
to include a 1999 UEFA Champions League 
replica shirt

2352 +VAT Selection of Liverpool FC vintage shirts to 
include childrens shirts

2353 Liverpool FC personally signed 1965 FA Cup 
Winners shirt, framed and glazed, bearing 
various signatures to include Roger Hunt, 
Tommy Smith, Gordon Milne and others

2354 Champions League Madrid 19 Final programme 
for Tottenham Hotspur vs Liverpool FC signed 
by Jürgen Klopp with certificate of authenticity

2355 Anfield Road Liverpool FC tinplate sign 
personally signed 'To Claire' by Jürgen Klopp 
with certificate of authenticity

2356 +VAT Bag containing a large selection of vape 
accessories in sealed boxes to include Drag 3, 
SMOK and Voopoo sealed vapes

2357 +VAT Large selection of E Liquid Made Simple 
nicotine shots together with various other e-
liquids and kits

2358 +VAT Bag containing a large quantity of vape 
flavour kits

2359 +VAT Bag containing a large selection of sealed 
vape kits to include Mystment kits together with 
Nautilus Aio kits

2360 +VAT HP Compaq desktop computer (no hdd, 
sold for spares and repairs)

2361 +VAT Touchdown Audio wireless bluetooth 
speaker stool (no psu)

2362 +VAT Yamaha ATS-C200 bluetooth speaker

2363 +VAT Touchdown Audio 360 sound bluetooth 
stool speaker in box

2364 +VAT Touchdown Audio 360 sound bluetooth 
stool speaker in box

2365 +VAT Touchdown Audio 360 sound bluetooth 
stool speaker in box

2366 +VAT Sony wireless soundbar subwoofer kit 
model HW-A350 with psu and remote

2367 +VAT Samsung soundbar model Q600A in box

2368 +VAT Acer Aspire C24 all in one computer 
(faulty, sold for spares and repairs) core i5 10th 
gen cpu with wireless keyboard, mouse and psu

2369 +VAT Xbox One 500GB with PSU

2370 Braun Exact Fit blood pressure monitor in box

2371 +VAT Sony PlayStation Portable with games in 
case

2372 +VAT FitBit Ionic with charging cable

2373 +VAT 2 Nintendo Game Boy Advance Pokémon 
Sapphire and Pokémon Ruby version with 
games and link cables

2374 Garmin sat-nav with carry case, charger, mount, 
cables and box
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2375 2 boxed Apple AirPods with charging cases 
together with a loose pair of Apple AirPods

2376 3 pairs of Apple AirPods Pro with charging 
cases (1 pair missing eartips, no charging 
cables)

2377 +VAT Playstation 5 DualSense wireless 
controller

2378 +VAT Olympus DS-2600 digital voice recorder

2379 Mini game anniversary entertainment system in 
box

2380 +VAT Yale PIR image camera

2381 +VAT Max Light Laser Level Meter

2382 +VAT Max Light Laser Level Meter

2383 +VAT Max Light Laser Level Meter

2384 GeForce GTX 8800 graphics card in wrong box

2385 +VAT Canon Ixus 185 digital camera in box

2386 Endgame Gear XM1R gaming mouse in box

2387 +VAT Amazon Echo Dot 2nd generation 
speaker, possibly locked to Amazon account

2388 +VAT BS-36 Detacheable Soundbar wireless 
speaker

2389 +VAT BS-36 Detacheable Soundbar wireless 
speaker

2390 Microsoft Surface tablet model 1824 128gb 
Microsoft Surface Go with European charger 
(cracked screen)

2391 Tom-Tom live sat-nav together with a snooper 
alert system in box

2392 Olympus digital camera together with various 
other vintage and other camera equipment 
including a Canon MV3 scanner recorder

2393 Selection of Marvel and DC Comics to include 
various copies of Marvel Comics including Moon 
Knight, Robocop, Daredevil and various copies 
of DC Blue Devil comic

2394 Selection of vintage motorcycle journals and 
South Midland Review magazines

2395 Milton Keynes Speedway Milton Keynes Knights 
official programmes from the late 1980's

2396 Comic book collection to include a 1975 The 
Grim Ghost

2397 Replica survey map of Jersey dated 1963

2398 Selection of cigarette trading cards to include 
Churchmans, Wills and others

2399 2 German stamp albums, 1 with old German 
states and 1 with early German stamps

2400 Selection of various postcards from around the 
world

2401 6 various binders containing a large selection of 
collectors cards to include Wills, Cadets Sweets 
collectors cards and others

2402 Box containing 10 Drift HD cameras Stealth 2 
(no accessories or mounts)

2403 Box containing 10 Drift HD cameras Stealth 2 
(no accessories or mounts)

2404 Box containing 10 Drift HD Ghost-S cameras

2405 Box containing 10 Drift HD Ghost-S cameras

2406 10 Drift HD Ghost cameras (no accessories)

2407 10 Drift HD Ghost cameras (no accessories)

2408 Selection of coronation and other Royal 
memorabilia and WW2 and other news articles 
featuring the coronation of King George V 1937

2409 Selection of paperback and other collectors 
cigarette cards for John Player & Sons and 
others

2410 Box containing various binders and albums of 
world stamps

2411 Box containing a selection of collectors cards 
and other stamp albums to include Who Wills, 
Somerset Penguin Guides book and other 
collectors cards

2412 Box containing a large selection of various 
commemorative first day covers and first day 
cover sets to include some in albums

2413 Panasonic RX100 VHS C movie camera

2414 +VAT Selection of camera zoom lenses to 
include a Mitakon 80x205mm lens

2415 Sony video HI8Pro tape recorder unit

2416 Rezmed IPX1 device with power adaptor in 
carry case

2417 Status Quo 2 record set including Greatest Hits 
and Queen A Day at the Races LP

2418 +VAT Selection of bootleg prints and live DVDs 
together with a copy of the 8 CD plus DVD 
Prince Sign of the Times Remastered set

2419 Box of various vinyl record albums

2420 Selection of Elvis Presley record and other 
collectable vinyl by Elvis Presley 
£80-120

2421 Tray containing a wide variety of 7'' singles on 
vinyl

2422 Selection of CD's by various artists to include 
Pink Floyd, AC/DC and others
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2423 2 crates containing approximately 150x 12'' 
singles by various artists

2424 The Flashlight Lawrence & Mayo of London 
military marked telescope in leather case

2425 Selection of 2 tin power cables with UK plugs

2426 +VAT Riley custom cue extender in case

2427 Selection of film camera equipment to include a 
Bell & Howell 624EE autoset 8mm camera and 
other accessories

2428 Concertina in wooden case

2429 Eumig Super 8 film projector with box

2430 +VAT Selection of G.I.Joe Action Man vehicles

2431 Readers Digest set of classic miniature trucks 
together with an Atlas Editions collectible 
Birlingham Seagull bus

2432 +VAT Bush Micro hifi system in box

2433 Minalta 7000 film camera in Pro Photo case

2434 Next Base 7'' dual portable DVD system 
together with portable DVD player kit with power 
cables and charger

2435 Selection of Hornby Railways vintage 
collectibles including Lima carriages

2436 Trackside limited edition Days Gone By 00 scale 
vehicles

2437 Selection of Dinky Super Toys trucks to include 
Foden vehicles

2438 Crate containing a variety of Del Prado military 
horseback riding figures

2439 Wrenn 00 gauge wagons and coaches (mostly 
boxed)

2440 Tin containing a selection of plastic and other 
farmyard animal and figure toys

2441 Talking Z Victor for police car by Palitoy and a 
hallmark Formula 1 model by Onyx

2442 +VAT Destiny replica handgun named Smoky 
Ace V2 (damaged)

2443 N Gauge locos and wagons to include various 
hobby train models

2444 Play Fusion limited edition Lightseekers Beta 
figure (limited number of 1000)

2445 3 mainline locos to include a 460 Manor Class 
GWR Green loco

2446 3x 00 AirFix locos in boxes

2447 Quantity of 00 gauge Hornby and Lima Airfix 
wagons

2448 Box containing a selection of Models of 
Yesteryear by Matchbox including various 
commercial vehicles in boxes

2449 2 cases containing 00 gauge models and railway 
track accessory kits including Triang Hornby 
engines and locos

2450 Tray containing Alien Predator collection and 
other Marvel movie figures

2451 Britains Limited 1970s farmyard vehicles to 
include a Massey Ferguson combine harvester 
in red

2452 Selection of Britains collectible farmyard 
vehicles to include a Volvo BM2654 tractor 
engine

2453 Selection of Britains farmyard vehicles including 
a Britains limited 1975 SWB Land Rover in blue

2454 Selection of Britains die cast collectible vehicles 
to include farmyard vehicles and Boot A 
helicopter model and an Ertl 1:32 scale 1690 
David Brown case tractor in box

2455 Various AMC The Walking Dead collectors 
models, Pop Vinyl figure of The Child and 
various other Marvel collectible comic book 
figures in sealed packages

2456 +VAT Collection of various vintage toys and 00 
gauge train accessories

2457 Box containing a wide variety of cased die cast 
collectors models to include a Corgi Bedford 
Type OB coach

2458 Box containing various Action Man figures

2459 Box containing various AirFix models, 
Hobbycraft kits and a Monogram 1:25 scale 59 
Chevrolet Impala convertible kit

2460 Box containing various valve radios to include a 
Pye valve radio

2461 Box containing a variety of radio spares, 
gauges, etc including testing metre gauges, 
Pithco all in one volt meter and others

2462 Box of various Maplin audio AV cables in blister 
packs including digital optical cables, etc

2463 Mont Blanc ballpoint pen. no case

2464 Bag containing various loose watches, inc. 
Laurus and Sekonda watches

2465 Oblvlo open faced skeleton movement 
wristwatch with box

2466 Heritage Collection vintage pocket watch set

2467 American Waltham USA Traveller pocket watch

2468 2 bags containing selection of vintage vehicle 
registration documents
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2469 +VAT Tag Heuer watch box (no watch)

2470 Selection of replica bosun's whistles and other 
maritime memorabilia

2471 Tin containing large selection of costume 
jewellery items

2472 Selection of earrings and selection of brooches

2473 White cardboard tray containing large selection 
of costume jewellery items

2474 Tin containing various penknives, pocket knives, 
etc.

2475 Various badges for Selene, Maidstone

2476 +VAT Motor vehicle badges inc. AA No. 
OP56863

2477 Box of various watch movements inc. Iris and 
Rotary vintage watches

2478 3 various cases of costume jewellery items

2479 4 cases of various military style and other 
buttons

2480 Elgin pocket watch USA (no hands on 
movement) in Denison watch case, together with 
a Kelton pocket watch

2481 2 oriental soldier figures in case

2482 Bag containing variety of wristwatches inc. 
Sekonda

2483 Wooden box containing Naval identity books 
with tray containing replica medals

2484 1:6 scale RC Formula 1 racing car in box

2485 Phillips Zoom GSI light activated whitening kit

2486 Bush radio

2487 +VAT Rockland double USB DC socket charger 
x 10

2488 Railway locomotive models to inc. Flying 
Scotsman, Mallard, and others

2489 Pole Postition Scalextric track system in box

2490 Stax 9 volume boxset of CD singles

2491 +VAT 2 Mamod traction engines inc. one with 
box and accessories

2492 Goodyear Model trailer with various diecast 
vehicles

2493 Toytown by Neway Play Series train set in 
sealed case

2494 Set of 12 boxed collector plates: Bjorn Wiinblad 
for Rosenthal 1983-1994

2495 Selection of board games, Stinger helicopter, 
and track layout toy set

2496 Box containing Creator and Lego system, Airfix 
model kits

2497 Box containing various model kits to inc. 
Vanguards etc.

2498 6 trays containing variety of camera cases, 
accessories, film camera for spares etc.

2499 Aiwa hifi stereo system player with 2 Aiwa SX78 
speakers

2500 CRT TV display with sentient camera recording 
kit and spy kit in box

2501 Box containing large selection of Maplin AV 
termination for spares and repair inc. SMA 
reverse priority socket sets

2502 Maplin HDMI, BGA, and other video cables

2503 2 x JVC stereo speakers in silver

2504 Sony DVD player with remote

2505 Emmerson network power Liebert GTX3 power 
supply system

2506 Denon FM stereo tuner device

2507 Denon amplifier Model PNA-250SE

2508 Yamaha natural sound stereo cassette deck KX-
393

2509 Arcan Alpha compact disc player with remote

2510 3 Sonos Zone player ZPL 120 units

2511 Sony PS3 console for spares or repair 
(damaged case)

2512 Valve amplifier with custom control module

2513 Audio Innovation Series 500 25W Class A 
integrated valve amp

2514 LG DVD player with box

2515 Majority Snowden 2 wireless audio soundbar in 
box

2516 JVC stereo cassette deck Model KD-D35

2517 Technics compact disc player Model SL-
PG580A with remote

2518 Technics integrated stereo amplifier Model SU-
V660

2519 Denon Twin CD player unit with JVC integrated 
stereo amplifier Model JA-S11 - for spares

2520 Loewe bluetooth speaker with power supply

2521 GPO portable turntable with Logitech 2.1 
speaker set

2522 Pair of Sharp bookshelf speakers

2523 +VAT Technics mini disc player Model SJ-
HD501 with remote
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2524 Acoustic Solutions SP101 amplifier

2525 Ad Astra 120W amplifier

2526 +VAT Kenwood stereo integrated amplifier KA-
3020

2527 +VAT Technics stereo integrated amplifier 
SUV300

2528 Teac stereo integrated amplifier

2529 Onkyo EV receiver TX-SR606 with remote

2530 KB Transistor radio, Decker radio and a Cossor 
valve wooden case radio

2531 Sony 32'' LCD TV

2532 Toshiba 19'' TV with remote control

2533 Samsung 19'' LED TV with remote control

2534 +VAT ILuv Mobi Aria wireless bluetooth speaker 
in box

2535 +VAT ILuv Mobi Aria wireless bluetooth speaker 
in box

2536 Singing Machine karaoke system in box

2537 +VAT Audio Technica AT-LP 120X USB 
turntable in sealed box

2538 Project Debut turntable with tone arm and 
cartridge

2539 Bang & Olufsen Beogram 1202 with tone arm 
and cartridge

2540 Garrard Zero 100SB belt drive turntable (no belt)

2541 Sharp Stereo music centre

2542 Bush turntable

2543 Bose Soundlink speakers together with a Bush 
valve radio and another digital speaker

2544 9 various Turtle Beach gaming headsets to 
include Turtle Beach Stealth headset and a 
Turtle Beach Stealth 700 Gen 2 headset

2545 Selection of linguaphone language learning kits 
to include French, Spanish, Arabic and others

2546 Imperial typewriter

2547 +VAT 2x DC 2021 1 ounce fine silver coin 
(limited edition of 5000 pieces)

2548 Lord Kelvin large format compass in leather 
case

2549 Large selection of copper GB coinage to include 
a large quantity of pennies

2550 6x 50 pence pieces to include a Paddington 50 
pence piece

2551 Watch gift set together with a Queen Elizabeth II 
80th birthday crown

2552 Various sheets containing a variety of GB 
coinage to include three pence pieces, shillings, 
ten pence pieces, half crowns, pennies, etc

2553 5x Britains first decimal coin packs and various 
GB collectors sets for pennies including a Coin 
1971 yearbook

2554 HP LCD monitor 19" display

2555 Bose Sound Dock portable digital music system 
with psu and instruction manual

2556 +VAT Yale Smart Living HD 720 indoor dome 
camera set

2557 +VAT Yale Smart Living HD 720 indoor dome 
camera set

2558 Philips Picopix projector

2559 VGA monitor accessory splitting device kit and 
various cables

2560 2 dancing water speaker sets

2561 Netgear N600 wireless router

2562 Epson Fujifilm and other replacement ink 
cartridges

2563 Advent PC speaker system

2564 Box containing a variety of office desk mount 
phones

2565 Dragon 7 piece child size drum kit

2566 Genexxa GX206 speakers

2567 +VAT Sony SRS-XP700 portable bluetooth 
speaker

2568 +VAT Box containing large quantity of Xbox 360 
gaming headsets

2569 Showtec DMX merge unit

2570 In car subwoofer speaker with driver in case

2571 Tascam MM200 controller unit

2572 ProSound 400 amplifier

2573 Samsung model HW-J355 soundbar (no psu or 
remote)

2574 +VAT Kef active subwoofer in black

2575 +VAT Pair of Kef Type SP 3254 monitor series 
speakers with covers (minor damage to casings)

2576 2x Cameo LED Tri Mover Can units

2577 +VAT 4 DJ lighting sets to include a Soundlab 
G018C

2578 Leica DM6000M microscope kit set with Clemex 
attachments

2579 +VAT Lowe Pro camera luggage case
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2580 3 Cameo Cob LED strobe light sets in cardboard 
box

2581 3 Mojo Scan 1 DMX signal moving head lights

2582 Various light filter covers

2583 Horizon Zero Dawn merchandise print sale 
cardboard stand

2584 +VAT Singing machine wifi karaoke pedestal kit 
in box with mics

2585 +VAT Singing machine wifi karaoke pedestal kit 
in box with mics

2586 +VAT Casio LK-136 keyboard in box

2587 Selection of Sony PlayStation 1 games with 
4Gamers compact steering wheel, console 
controllers and 2 NES games to include Super 
Mario 3

2588 +VAT Casio CTK3500 keyboard with psu and 
stand

2589 Fender Jam guitar speaker

2590 Marshall guitar speaker

2591 Solid State Little Giant speaker

2592 Laney GH100L powered guitar speaker head 
valve amp

2593 +VAT Pair of Fostex SPA11 powered PA 
speakers

2594 Pro Sound N73HH 4 channel controller

2595 +VAT Interface Edition 2 USB powered mixing 
station

2596 Newmark OMNI control unit

2597 Newmark NDX200 tabletop CD player

2598 Pioneer CDJ1000

2599 Pair of Citronic MPCDX1 CD players

2600 4 drum cymbals inc. High Hat Top by Planet Z 
and Pro Sonics 20" ride and Paiste cymbal

2601 Behringer Xenyx 120 mixer

2602 4 SEX1 studio condenser microphones

2603 Adjustable musicians stool

2604 Line 6 Pod HD and Line 6 FBV shortboard mk.2

2605 Rack mount system inc. Fractal Audio Systems 
Axe FM pre-amp processor, Carvin DCM1000 
power amp and a cool light

2606 Peavey XR600C mixer amp together with 2 
passive speakers

2607 Child size Rockland by Hohner LX30 electric 
guitar in blue

2608 Marlin by Hohner SL100G black and white 
finished 6 string electric guitar

2609 Eleca 6 string classical finish acoustic guitar

2610 Lyndo 6 string acoustic instrument

2611 Jose Ferrara 6 string classical finish acoustic 
guitar

2612 Freestyle 6 string acoustic guitar in box

2613 Hofner 6 string acoustic guitar with hard carry 
case

2614 2 powered play 15A LD Systems PA speakers

2615 +VAT Saxophone stand mount

2616 Violin with bow and case

2617 Lap mounted zither

2618 8 string Banjolele with case

2619 Racing wheel pedal set for games console

2620 Set of Edifier Aurora speakers in box

2621 Various bags containing Turtle Beach gaming 
headsets

2622 +VAT Singing Machine pedestal karaoke system 
no microphones

2623 BSA Meteor .177 air rifle together with Diana 25 
.177 air rifle, missing finger guard, plus an air 
rifle slip case

3001 +VAT A bag containing Men's and Ladies Jeans 
in various sizes, including Levi's, Reply, Urban 
Star

3002 +VAT A bag containing Men's Jeans in various 
sizes, including Jachs, Replay, Urban Star

3003 +VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear in 
various sizes, including Puma, Columbia, 
Pringle

3004 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Flora Nikrooz 
Loungewear in various sizes.

3005 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and 
Loungewear in various sizes

3006 A bag containing Children's Clothing in various 
sizes including Frozen, Girls Party Dresses

3007 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Levi's, Callaway

3008 +VAT A bag containing Shoes and Wellies in 
various sizes including Hunter, Skechers

3009 +VAT 4x Ladies Pink Fila Fleece Hoodies in 
Medium & Large

3010 +VAT 4x Ladies Navy Fleece Hoodies in Small

3011 +VAT 4x Ladies Navy Fleece Hoodies in Small
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3012 +VAT A bag containing 4x Ladies Fila Fleece 
Hoodies in various sizes, 2x Navy, 1x Pink, 1x 
Cream

3013 +VAT A bag containing 15 Men's Weatherproof 
Jumpers in Navy and Black in various sizes.

3014 +VAT A bag containing 20x Ladies Black Polo 
Neck Jumper Dresses in various sizes.

3015 +VAT A bag containing 20x Ladies Grey Polo 
Neck Jumper Dresses in various sizes

3016 +VAT A bag containing 20x Ladies Grey Polo 
Neck Jumper Dresses in various sizes

3017 +VAT A bag containing 20x Ladies Grey 
Mondetta Zip Jackets in various sizes.

3018 +VAT A bag containing 20x Ladies Purple Puma 
Hoodies in various sizes.

3019 +VAT A bag containing 2 Large Throws in Grey 
and Grey & White

3020 +VAT A bag containing 11x pairs of Ladies Grey 
Joggers in various sizes.

3021 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Calvin Klein, Superdry

3022 +VAT 2x Sanderson Luxury Deep Filled Pillows.

3023 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear in 
various sizes including DKNY, Jezebel, Elle

3024 +VAT A bag containing 20x Ladies Mondetta 
Front Zip Jackets in various sizes and colours.

3025 +VAT A bag containing 14x Ladies Champion 
Joggers in Beige in various sizes

3026 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes including DKNY, Puma

3027 +VAT A bag containing Oven Gloves & Cleaning 
Cloths.

3028 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Champion

3029 +VAT A bag containing 20x Ladies Black Puma 
Sport Hoodies in various sizes

3030 +VAT A bag containing 20x Ladies Black Puma 
Sport Hoodies in various sizes

3031 +VAT A bag containing 20x Ladies Black Puma 
Sport Hoodies in various sizes

3032 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Adidas, Puma

3033 +VAT A bag containing 4x Ladies Pink Fleece 
Hoodies in various sizes.

3034 +VAT A bag containing 4x Ladies Pink Fleece 
Hoodies in various sizes.

3035 +VAT 2x Grey Weighted Blankets

3036 +VAT A bag containing 2x Leaf Patten Blankets.

3037 A bag containing Children's Clothing & Blanket 
in various sizes.

3038 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Champion, Tommy 
Hilfiger, Adidas

3039 +VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Weatherproof 
Joggers in various colours & sizes

3040 +VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Weatherproof 
Joggers in various colours & sizes

3041 +VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Weatherproof 
Joggers in various colours & sizes

3042 +VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Weatherproof 
Joggers in various colours & sizes

3043 +VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Weatherproof 
Joggers in various colours & sizes

3044 +VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Weatherproof 
Joggers in various colours & sizes

3045 +VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Weatherproof 
Joggers in various colours & sizes

3046 +VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Weatherproof 
Joggers in various colours & sizes

3047 +VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Weatherproof 
Joggers in various colours & sizes

3048 +VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Weatherproof 
Joggers in various colours & sizes

3049 +VAT A bag of Men's Clothing in various sizes, 
including Ellesse, Callaway

3050 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Buffalo, 32 Degrees 
Cool

3051 A bag containing Pekkle Children's Clothing 
Sets in various sizes

3052 +VAT A pallet used Clothes, Linen & Odd Shoes

3053 +VAT A bag containing Men's Black and Blue 
Jeans in various sizes, including Urban Star, 
Replay

3054 +VAT Sage Barista Express coffee machine

3055 +VAT Delonghi Pump espresso and filter coffee 
machine

3056 +VAT Delonghi Dedica style coffee maker, milk 
frother, machine

3057 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S Smart coffee 
machine

3058 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S Smart coffee 
machine

3059 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S Smart coffee 
machine
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3060 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S Smart coffee 
machine

3061 +VAT Delonghi Dinamica Plus latte creamer 
system

3062 +VAT Instant Pot Gourmet crisp and air fryer 
pressure cooker

3063 +VAT Kenwood K Mix standing mixer

3064 +VAT Kenwood K Mix standing mixer

3065 +VAT 2 Mini me Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee 
machines

3066 +VAT Mixed box of appliances, kitchenwares 
etc.

3067 +VAT Box of Wilson tennis balls

3068 +VAT Bag containing various supplements inc. 
cod liver oil and Omega

3069 +VAT 2 boxes containing loose Starfit pots and 
pans, Kirkland etc

3070 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3071 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3072 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3073 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3074 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3075 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3076 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3077 +VAT Kitchen Aid 4.3l standing mixer

3078 +VAT Delonghi magnifica evo coffee machine

3079 +VAT Delonghi magnifica evo coffee machine

3080 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3081 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3082 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3083 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3084 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3085 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3086 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3087 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3088 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3089 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3090 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3091 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3092 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3093 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3094 +VAT 10 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers and 
Phillips fryer

3095 +VAT 10 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers, 2 
Tefal fryers etc.

3096 +VAT Bubble waffle set

3097 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica S Smart 
coffee machine

3098 Quantity of Pukka A4 pads

3099 Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker

3100 +VAT Bag of mixed items to inc. sun readers, 
sunglasses, etc.

3101 +VAT 3 Sabatier expanding dishracks

3102 +VAT 3 Sabatier expanding dishracks

3103 +VAT Phillips air fryer

3104 +VAT Phillips air fryer

3105 +VAT 3 boxes of microwaveable bowls

3106 +VAT Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker

3107 +VAT Instant Pot Duo Gourmet multi use 
pressure cooker

3108 Kenwood triblade hand blender

3109 +VAT Tagine and cocktail glasses

3110 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica S Smart 
coffee machine

3111 +VAT Unboxed Sage Bartista Express coffee 
machine

3112 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo magimix coffee machine

3113 +VAT Berghoof Eurocast saute pan and stock 
pot, with flatgrill

3114 +VAT Denby tableware set

3115 +VAT Denby tableware set

3116 +VAT Easy Clean 2-slice sandwich toaster

3117 +VAT PTC heater

3118 +VAT 2 Eco Living mini bins

3119 +VAT Box of adult protective underwear

3120 +VAT 4 boxes of oven bags

3121 Two Nespresso coffee machines

3122 2 space saving laundry baskets

3123 +VAT 4 Sistema food storage containers

3124 +VAT Quantity of pot drainers

3125 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica Evo coffee 
machine
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3126 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica S Smart 
coffee machine

3127 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact food 
processor

3128 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact food 
processor

3129 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact food 
processor

3130 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact all in one 
food processor

3131 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact plus food 
processor

3132 +VAT Beko kettle and 2-slice toaster

3133 +VAT Instant Pot Gourmet crisp and air fryer

3134 +VAT Box of Signature mugs and Sistema food 
container set

3135 Kitchenaid Classic multi function mixer

3136 +VAT Diamond glass tumbler set plus under 
counter storage caddy

3137 +VAT Box of various mixing bowls, plates etc.

3138 +VAT Space saving laundry basket, Tefal filter 
fryer, and Ninja blender

3139 +VAT Bag of mixed items

3140 2 large bags of Stoneware Creative Zen cases

3141 +VAT Two Nespresso Vertuo Next coffee 
machines

3142 Box containing 2 pans and Judge stockpot mug 
etc.

3143 Box of plastic egg cups and 2 boxes of egg 
crackers

3144 +VAT Bag of assorted batteries

3145 +VAT LED under cabinet light kit, Gillette 
shaving blades, Water Pik water flossers etc.

3146 +VAT Box of baseball caps

3147 +VAT Stainless steel professional fryer

3148 +VAT Morphy Richard Multi-use fast bake bread 
maker

3149 +VAT Box of solid white flower highlighters

3150 +VAT Circulon bakeware set, platter set etc.

3151 +VAT Braun Multi Quick 9 hand whisk

3152 +VAT Taylor kitchen scales, and 2 Seville 
Classic chopping boards

3153 +VAT Mesa 3-tier market basket stand

3154 +VAT Nespresso Virtue Next coffee machine

3155 +VAT Buffalo catering hot water dispenser

3156 +VAT Wilco pressure cooker

3157 +VAT Phillips steamer iron

3158 +VAT 2 Starfrit The Rock stockpots

3159 +VAT Mesa basket pannier and 2 Mesa Deluxe 
buffet caddies

3160 +VAT 3 boxed glass kilner jars and one unboxed

3161 Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3162 Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3163 Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3164 Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3165 Gourmia 6.7L fryer

3166 Braun Multi Quick 9 hand whisk

3167 +VAT 4 bags of mixed items

3168 Tray of various belts, ties, etc.

3169 Box containing mixed belts and box containing 
12-way belt sets

3170 +VAT 2 boxes of green tissue paper

3171 Draughtmaster dispenser

3172 Box containing approx. 44 Sonic toothbrushes

3173 Delonghi coffee machine plus 2 electric 
lunchboxes

3174 Small quantity of vacuum bags, and Premium 
leather corkscrew giftset

3175 +VAT 8 boxes of 100grip seal bags

3176 +VAT Small metal desk organiser

3177 +VAT 2 x 3-tier basket stand

3178 +VAT Phillips steamer iron and Bosch iron

3179 +VAT Brita water filter jig and Lazy Susan

3180 +VAT Boxed and unboxed Tefal easy soup 
makers

3181 +VAT Kenwood food processor

3182 +VAT Vitamax blender

3183 +VAT Panasonic breadmaker

3184 +VAT Panasonic breadmaker

3185 +VAT Panasonic breadmaker

3186 +VAT Swan hot water urn

3187 4 boxes containing hot chocolate bowls and 
spoons, and box of small spoons

3188 +VAT Box containing mixed food
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3189 Large box of various books

3190 Kenwood food processor with attachments

3191 +VAT Box of Happy Birthday Yoda cards

3192 +VAT 2 boxes of blueberry Scrummies

3193 +VAT Box of small handheld storage caddies

3194 +VAT Box containing mixed pots and pans

3195 +VAT Singer heavy duty sewing machine

3196 +VAT System Multi box

3197 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick 
vacuum

3198 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick 
vacuum

3199 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick 
vacuum

3200 +VAT Upright Bosch 32.4V vacuum cleaner

3201 +VAT Bissell steam mop

3202 +VAT Upright Black & Decker dustbuster and 
vacuum

3203 +VAT Samsung Jet 90 Series cordless stick 
vacuum - pole and head, no battery, charger or 
accessories

3204 +VAT Handheld Dyson DC44 multi floor vacuum 
cleaner with pole, head, charger, and 2 
attachments

3205 +VAT Upright Bosch Series 4 vacuum with 
charger

3206 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick 
vacuum, with pole, head, and charger, no 
battery or attachments

3207 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick 
vacuum, with pole, head, battery and 2 
attachments, no charger

3208 2 x Bissell Icon 25v cordless vacuum cleaners 
with pole, head, etc.

3209 +VAT Vax vacuum cleaner with pole, head, etc.

3210 Kirby vacuum and accessories

3211 +VAT Shark corded stick anti hair wrap vacuum

3212 +VAT 3 x H Handy hoovers

3213 Power Vision Power egg

3214 +VAT Phillips air purifier

3215 +VAT Series Multi Pro cooker

3216 +VAT Woozoo desktop fan

3217 +VAT 700W 15L vacuum cleaner

3218 +VAT Bissell Spot Clean Pro carpet and 
upholstery cleaner

3219 +VAT Bissell Spot Clean Pro carpet and 
upholstery cleaner, no box

3220 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard floor 
cleaner, plus one unboxed

3221 +VAT 7 Hoover handheld vacuums with 
chargers

3222 +VAT Dyson Air Technology fan, no remote

3223 Handheld Gtech vacuum cleaner

3224 4 boxes containing mixed assorted wellies

3225 Quantity of various notepaper

3226 4 boxes of shoe polish, shoe spray etc.

3227 +VAT Henry vacuum cleaner with pole

3228 +VAT Henry vacuum cleaner with pole

3229 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3230 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3231 Large box of mixed assorted kitchenware, pots, 
pans etc.

3232 +VAT Upright Vax carpet cleaner

3233 Bissell Icon 25V cordless vacuum

3234 2 upright cordless vacuums

3235 Upright Shark vacuum cleaner

3236 Upright Bissell multi surface cleaning system

3237 +VAT Upright GTech Air Ram with charger

3238 +VAT Upright GTech Air Ram with charger

3239 Upright Sebo vacuum cleaner

3240 Upright Vax pet vaccum

3242 Upright Vax vaccum cleaner

3243 +VAT Upright Aircraft cordless floor cleaner, no 
charger, with cleaning pads

3244 +VAT Box of loose upright Shark steam mops

3245 +VAT Multi 3-in-1 heater cooler, fan and air 
steriliser system

3246 +VAT Upright Shark vacuum cleaner

3247 +VAT Large pallet of housewares, toys, etc.

3248 Upright Dyson DC24 vacuum

3249 +VAT Lego Botanical Collection Flower Bouquet 
kit (sealed)

3250 +VAT Cinnamon stick Yankee candle

3251 +VAT Christian Dior Paris perfume gift set
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3252 +VAT Fourth Frontier X Fitness indicator

3253 +VAT 4 Yankee fragrant candles

3254 +VAT Sharper Image massage gun

3255 +VAT 1 boxed and 1 unboxed Hoechler's 
International self sharpening block

3256 +VAT DKNY all over logo handbag in black with 
dust bag (signs of use)

3257 +VAT Pearl bedazzled ball clutch bag

3258 +VAT 2 mini massage guns

3259 +VAT Phillips 5000 Series shaver

3260 +VAT Portable heater plus 2 Phillips One Tool 
shavers, Phillips shaver, Braun shaver, and 
toothbrush

3261 Fujyama 10-piece knife set in case

3262 +VAT 2 Joseph Joseph kitchen knife sets

3263 +VAT 2 large exercise/foam mats, umbrella, 4 
post windbreak, Wolf garden handle, door 
edging, window film etc

3264 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3265 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3266 +VAT Large hardshell Samsonite suitcase

3267 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3268 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3269 +VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase

3270 +VAT 2 mini hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcases

3271 +VAT Large hard shelled grey suitcase

3272 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3273 +VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase in 
box

3274 +VAT Large fabric Samsonite suitcase

3275 +VAT 3 large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcases

3276 +VAT 4 large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcases

3277 +VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase

3278 +VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase , 
boxed

3279 Box of mixed style bags

3280 +VAT Large selection of bedding, pillows, 
weighted blankets, etc.

3281 +VAT X-Design backpack, plus grey expedition 
hiking backpack

3282 Bag of Shein clothing

3283 Large bag of mixed clothing

3284 Bag containing variouse used branded shoes, 
inc. Converse, Nike

3285 Bag containing selection of bags

3286 +VAT 3 Brookestone heated throws (no power 
pack)

3287 +VAT 2 Ottlite LED desk lamps

3288 Swimming pools, snorkel masks, etc.

3289 +VAT 2 Titan Deep Freeze backpacks

3290 Box containing vinyl gloves, maks, hi-vis etc.

3291 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger bumbag in black

3292 +VAT Samsonite backpack, red sports bag, and 
Keep Cool shopping bag

3293 Premium king size airbed

3294 +VAT Sistema storage containers, table lamps 
etc.

3295 2 boxes containing large quantity of Genuine 
Leather Topline golf shoes

3296 2 boxes containing large quantity of Genuine 
Leather Topline golf shoes

3297 2 boxes containing large quantity of Genuine 
Leather Topline golf shoes

3298 3 boxes containing large quantity of Genuine 
Leather Topline golf shoes and 5 loose pairs

3299 8 boxes containing cookie jars

3300 11 boxes containing cookie jars

3301 Box of Red Chapel candles

3302 +VAT Viking helmet

3303 2 large boxes of ladies summer hats

3304 3 boxes of small scented soaps

3305 +VAT 2 trays of various plates, bowls, garden 
pots

3306 +VAT 8 bedding covers

3307 Large box of ladies summer hats

3308 +VAT Selection of mixed items inc. toothpaste 
for pets, fitted sheets, yoga mat, vinyl gloves etc.

3309 2 boxes containing mixed shoes, mens and 
womens

3310 2 boxes of ladies summer hats

3311 +VAT Box of artificial lillies and other flowers
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3312 Portable pet bed

3313 Mini hard shelled suitcase

3314 +VAT 6 mixed style suitcases

3315 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase and one mini

3316 8 trays of mixed miscellaneous items, medical 
wear, golf balls, etc.

3317 +VAT Artificial Christmas tree and box of 
disposable cups, pillow, etc.

3318 2 boxes of Genuine Leather golf shoes

3319 2 boxes of Genuine Leather golf shoes

3320 +VAT 2 boxes of Argan oil therapy 
conditioner/shampoo

3321 2 boxes containing mixed style bags, laptop 
bags etc.

3322 +VAT Box of alcohol free athletic brewing drink

3323 +VAT Quantity of LED illuminated lights

3324 4 Stellar pans

3325 Small ironing board

3326 Ladies brown handbag plus 2 mini storage 
boxes

3327 Quantity of boxes containing ear muffs

3328 Bag of Preston Pouce babygrows

3329 Bag of Preston Pouce babygrows

3330 +VAT Box containing 20 ladies swimsuits

3331 +VAT Brita water filter jug

3332 +VAT Quantity of 100grip seal bags

3333 +VAT Baking books, plain paper, etc.

3334 +VAT Nursery storage bin

3335 +VAT Moses basket

3336 +VAT Infant travel solutions set

3337 +VAT Kids buggy in box

3338 Igloo cool box

3339 +VAT Stack of stationery filers

3340 +VAT Small circular dog bed

3341 +VAT Sharper Image foot massager

3342 +VAT 4 Water Pik water flossers

3343 3 mixed style hampers, one with contents

3344 +VAT Callie body pillow

3345 +VAT 2-tier shoe rack

3346 Bag containing 30 mixed bras in various sizes 
and colours

3347 Bag containing 27 large back and crop bras

3348 Bag containing approx. 30 bras, mixed sizes and 
styles

3349 Bag containing 30 bras in mixed sizes and styles

3350 Bag containing 50 pairs of knickers, thongs, and 
other underwear

3351 Bag containing 40 Cortelli Collection ladies 
underwear

3352 Bag containing 20 pairs of ladies underwear

3353 Bag containing 50 oriental style dresses and 
suits in assorted sizes

3354 Bag containing 50 oriental style dresses and 
suits in assorted sizes

3355 Bag containing 22 Gossard bras in various sizes 
and colours

3356 Bag containing 30 adult dressing up outfits, 
suspenders, etc.

3357 Bag containing 30 mixed pairs of ladies 
underwear, various colours and sizes

3358 Bag containing 50 pairs of Gossard thongs in 
various colours and sizes

3359 Bag containing 34 mixed bra sets, various 
colours and sizes

3360 Bag containing 30 mixed size ladies French 
underwear

3361 Bag containing 30 Babydolls all-in-ones

3362 Bag containing 22 oriental style dresses and 
suits, various sizes

3363 Bag containing 30 Babydolls in various sizes

3364 Bag containing 30 basques in mixed colours and 
sizes

3365 Massage gun

3366 Box containing Wilson tennis balls and 2 tennis 
rackets

3367 +VAT Childs safety car seat in box

3368 +VAT Christmas tree in box

3369 +VAT 4 sealed Opove M3 massage guns

3370 Bag containing mixed tagged clothing

3371 Large selection of boxed and unboxed air beds

3372 +VAT Box of Goober crayons

3373 +VAT Ford Bronco RC truck

3374 +VAT James Naylor Magmate First City game 
plus Tycoon mini expansion set
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3375 +VAT Bag of various scented candles inc. Bales 
etc.

3376 +VAT Bag containing Estee Lauder makeup inc. 
colour palettes, eye shadow, night prepare, eye 
cream etc.

3377 +VAT Bag of Charlotte Tilsbury cosmetics inc. 
lip balms, recovery face masks etc.

3378 +VAT Bag containing mixed No.7 cosmetics and 
Anew etc.

3379 +VAT Bag of mixed cosmetics and aftershaves 
inc. Tom Ford etc.

3380 +VAT Bag of Skin 7-day fibre collagen sets

3381 +VAT Bolangaro Trevor Five Biker jacket in 
black, burgundy and navy, size small

3382 +VAT Selection of Fallout collectibles inc. 
Crates, T-shirt, etc.

3383 Jordan 1 Mid White Black Gym Red childrens 
trainers size 6 (used)

3384 +VAT 5 kettle bells and upper body kit

3385 2 boxed pairs of black shoes

3386 +VAT 4 boxed pairs of Cork and Stylarter shoes

3388 Boxed pair of Mango black designer jacket

3389 Boxed pair of Air Jordan trainers size 9

3390 +VAT 3 boxed pairs of Scholl shoes, 2 pairs of 
Skechers, and pair of Columbia shoes

3391 Boxed pair of kids Hunter wellies, size 1

3392 Boxed pair of kids Hunter wellies, size 13

3393 Boxed pair of kids Hunter wellies, size 1

3394 Adidas Performance Utility bench

3395 +VAT Adidas Performance ab bench

3396 +VAT Adidas Performance ab bench

3397 Power Vibe shake plate and compact massager

3398 +VAT Everlast Power Core heavy bag kit

3399 +VAT Portable pedal exerciser

3400 Double handed exercise rower

3401 +VAT Skateboard ramp

3402 +VAT Dissembled Adidas X21 exercise cross 
trainer

3403 +VAT Slack fitness rack

3404 +VAT Small pink shake plate

3405 Olympus rowing machine

3406 Vibration disc plate

3407 +VAT Vtech touch and learn activity desk

3408 +VAT Vtech first steps baby walker

3409 +VAT 2 Crayola colouring sets

3410 +VAT Lego Star Wars Imperial Star Destroyer 
(open)

3411 +VAT 4 large snow boards

3412 +VAT 2 Ford Bronco trucks, no remotes or 
chargers

3413 +VAT Childs small pink buggy

3414 +VAT 4 soft cuddly toys

3415 +VAT 4 Disney beanbags

3416 +VAT Kahuna Lite cricket bat

3417 +VAT Swingball set, kites, Nerf gun etc.

3418 +VAT Harry Potter doormat

3419 +VAT 3 Playmobil country living sets

3420 +VAT Box of kids arts&crafts sets

3421 Box of Thunder down under children's books

3422 +VAT Mario Kart Carrera racing set, plus one 
unboxed

3423 +VAT Fairtrade Deluxe barn set, plus Happy 
Home and furniture set

3424 +VAT Skills Quick Star soccer trainer

3425 +VAT 2 puzzles, 2 play swords, and beanbag 
games

3426 +VAT Vtech 3 in 1 sports centre

3427 +VAT Kids softball cricket set

3428 +VAT Box containing various military vehicles

3429 +VAT Bazook goal

3430 +VAT Intex prism frame premium pool set

3431 +VAT Boxed and unboxed swimming pools, 
bouncy castles etc.

3432 +VAT Weight stand in box

3433 +VAT Box containing a disassembled dolls 
house

3434 +VAT Loose swimming pools

3435 +VAT 2 bags containing mitre and NBA 
basketballs

3436 +VAT Small electric folding treadmill

3437 2 weatherproof full zipped hoodies/jackets

3438 2 waterproof full zipped coats

3439 Ted Baker London size 40R blazer jacker
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3440 Selection of mixed clothing to include Ralph 
Lauren, Kappa etc

3441 Selection of mixed ladies clothing to include 
dresses, tops etc

3442 Mixed clothing to include coats, jumpers, 
trousers etc

3443 Mixed selection of ladies clothing to include tops 
and dresses

3444 Selection of hoodies, jumpers, jacket etc

3445 Selection of mixed clothing to include full zipped 
Ralph Lauren jacket in medium plus other mixed 
tops

3446 Red Bull drinkers fridge

3447 Swann microwave

3448 Mini microwave oven

3449 Premier table top cooker

3450 +VAT Panasonic inverter microwave`

3451 +VAT Table top cooker

3452 Under counter Bosch freezer

3453 Under counter Hoover freezer

3454 Bosch under counter fridge

3455 +VAT Wine cooler

3456 Hotpoint 7kg washing machine

3457 +VAT Panasonic inverter microwave

3458 Bosch washing machine

3459 Bosch series 4 washing machine

3460 Indesit washing machine

3461 +VAT Sharp 4-door fridge freezer

3462 +VAT Ninja health grill and air fryer

3463 +VAT Panasonic microwave

3464 +VAT Sharp microwave

3465 +VAT Catering waffle maker

3466 +VAT Neff extractor hood

3467 Mini sub cold fridge

3468 Under counter Beko freezer

3469 Bosch classic 7 tumble dryer

3470 Panasonic microwave

3471 Bosch classic fridge freezer

3472 +VAT Zanussi extractor fan/cooker hood

3473 +VAT Bolongaro Trevor t-shirt and joggers both 
size XL

3474 +VAT Ted Baker London men's 3 piece suit in 
light blue size Jacket 38R & trousers 32R with 
garment bag (bagged)

3475 +VAT Bolangaro Trevor floral satin navy 
waistcoat and trousers (waistcoat size 38, 
trousers size 32)

3476 +VAT Large bag of beauty products including 
false eyelashes, false nails, hair decorations, 
contact lens containers, sanitary ware, cotton 
pads etc

3477 +VAT Pair of Size 11 No Fear in-line skates

3478 Selection of Shein clothing in various styles

3479 Bag of loose boots and ankle boots

3480 +VAT Nespresso coffee machine, dish rack and 
2 tier storage rack

3481 +VAT Shopping cart toy, Shape & colour game 
and 100 colouring plastic balls

3482 +VAT Bolangaro Trevor temple coat and 
trousers, coat size small, trousers size 32 
(bagged)

3483 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Boohoo, 
Coast, Misspap, ISawItFirst and Phase Eight

3484 Selection of clothing to include Capsule & Other 
Stories, Arket, Pretty Lavish, River Island, ASOS 
Design and Never Fully Dressed

3485 3 pairs of Pavers shoes sizes 5, 6 and 7

3486 +VAT Writing board, picture frames, various 
design posters, poster postal tubes and roll of 
cellophane

3487 +VAT Plastic laundry basket, lamp shade, 4 
empty cartons, clothes hangers and 4 inner 
cushion pads

3488 +VAT Adventure ladies full zipped hooded coat 
plus a gents weatherproof coat and a full zipped 
Jerry coat

3489 +VAT 4 ladies guiles in mixed colours

3490 +VAT 2 men's full zipped weatherproof hooded 
coats

3491 +VAT 3 DKNY mixed size hooded coats

3492 +VAT 6 kids Andy & Even full zip hooded coats

3493 +VAT 1 full zip hooded waterproof coat and 
Berghaus coat

3494 +VAT Full zipped hooded DKNY coat, and 
Andrew Marc coat

3495 +VAT Reversible ladies jacket size L, plus 2 
Andrew Marc jackets

3496 Box containing hiker socks
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3497 Box containing hiker socks

3498 Box containing hiker socks

3499 Box containing hiker socks

3500 Box containing hiker socks

3501 +VAT Bobbi Brown beauty products comprising 
vitamin enriched face base and soothing 
cleansing oil

3502 +VAT Selection of Clarins & Clinique beauty 
products

3503 +VAT Selection of Estee Lauder cosmetics and 
toiletries including body creme, Nigh repair etc

3504 +VAT Lancome Absolute brightening rich cream 
and 17 assorted colour lipsticks

3505 +VAT Selection of branded cosmetics including 
NARS, MAC, Revolution, Il Makiage, Giorgio 
Armani, Ciate and others

3506 +VAT Small quantity of wigs

3507 +VAT Frida Mom disposable cold pads, Micro 
Needle roller systems, makeup brushes, nail 
clipper set, skin tag removers, hair styler, derma 
rollers etc

3508 +VAT Fairywill oral irrigator, Regenerate Enamel 
serum, toothpastes, toothbrushes, replacement 
heads, inter-dental brushes, mouth guard, 
tongue scraper etc

3509 +VAT Bestbomg Supremacy Blade, Remington 
razor, replacement razor heads, eyebrow blades 
etc

3510 +VAT Large selection of mostly branded 
cosmetics including NARS, MAC, Revolution, 
Charlotte Tilbury, YSL, Giorgio Armani and more

3511 +VAT Olaplex hair products, Paco Rabanne 
Invictus all over shampoo, YSL primer, 
L'Occitane, cream and Bobbi Brown products

3512 +VAT Paco Rabanne Lady Million Fabulous eau 
de parfum 50ml

3513 +VAT Professional pet hair clippers, Groom 
Professional Baby Fresh pet shampoo and Dog 
pawfume

3514 +VAT Soft toys, bin liners, iron rack, fabric care 
kit, darts, paint brushes etc

3515 +VAT 5kg bag of My Protein Impact Whey 
natural strawberry flavour

3516 +VAT 5kg bag of My Protein Impact Whey 
chocolate nut flavour

3517 +VAT 5kg bag of My Protein Impact Whey 
blueberry flavour

3518 +VAT 2 x 2.5kg bags of My Vegan Pea Protein 
Isolate strawberry flavour

3519 +VAT 5kg bag of My Protein Impact Whey 
Cinnamon flavour

3520 +VAT Selection of flavored coffee beans 
including Pact, Lavazza, Kiss the Hippo, 
Celianes and other blends

3521 +VAT Nespresso, Roar Gill, Starbucks & Twix 
coffee pods and Hario V60 coffee dripper

3522 +VAT Selection of coffee beans and ground 
coffee in various flavours including Perky 
Blenders, Pact, Hasbean and others

3523 +VAT 6 x 400g tins of Ensure Nutrivigor 
Chocolate & Vanilla flavours, 2 x My Protein 
600g Alpha pre-workout and 1 x 300g Hifh 5 
Isotonic Hydration

3524 +VAT Huel box of 12 energy bars in mixed 
flavours and 1.53kg bag of Huel Nutritionally 
complete food

3525 +VAT Selection of protein and nutritional 
powders including My Protein, Nutribuddy, 
Be.Nu and others

3526 +VAT CNP box of 20 high protein meal 
replacement sachets, 2 boxes of Misfits protein 
bars, 2 boxes of doubleshot energy coffee and 
selection of Vitamin & energy honey

3527 +VAT 2 x Skinny food flavour coffee syrups and 
1g saffron

3528 +VAT 2 x 12 Grenade carb killa protein bars

3529 +VAT 2 packs of Misfits protein bars and 
Missfits selection box chocolate protein bars

3530 +VAT Set of 4 white stripe pillows

3531 +VAT Large quantity of Magiki collectable 
Princess figures

3532 +VAT Home 13.5 tog hollowfibre double duvet

3533 +VAT Urban Outfitters Ltd Ed. Crosley Ryder 
record player

3534 +VAT 22 packs of Sloggi Basic+ ladies knickers 
Size 12

3535 +VAT 30 packs of Sloggi Basic+ ladies knickers 
Size 12

3536 +VAT Avolon Hill Hero Quest Game System 
(sealed)

3537 +VAT Avalon Hill Hero Quest Return of the 
Witch Lord Quest Pack, Kellar's Keep Quest 
Pack and Hero Quest Mythic Tier Stretch Goals 
Set (all sealed)

3538 +VAT Carson Tornado IDS plane model kit, 
Revell AH-64D Longbow Apache helicopter 
model kit and Tamiya North American F-51D 
mustang plane model kit
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3539 +VAT Avolon Hill Hero Quest Game System 
(sealed)

3540 +VAT Avalon Hill Hero Quest Return of the 
Witch Lord Quest Pack, Kellar's Keep Quest 
Pack and Hero Quest Mythic Tier Stretch Goals 
Set (all sealed)

3541 +VAT 2 x 3 tier storage carts and dual cereal 
dispenser

3542 +VAT 2 yoga mats and a popup tent

3543 +VAT 2 X Sophie Home mohair blankets and 2 
tone grey cushion

3544 +VAT Urban pink plastic storage container, box 
of 50 black velvet hangers, 16 pce drawer 
organizer set and 3 carpet tiles

3545 +VAT Smeg Espresso and Cappuccino maker

3546 +VAT Tripp Holiday 6 medium 4 wheel suitcase 
in black

3547 +VAT Cooks Professional food dehydrator

3548 +VAT Lead framed and glazed sea bird design 
window pane / sun catcher

3549 +VAT Large selection of toiletries to include 
hand creams, face creams, sea moss gel. 
cleansers, cleansing balms, etc

3550 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include hair 
styling products, curl crème, heat protectant, 
argan oil, hair masks, repair cream, etc

3551 +VAT Large selection of Shampoos, 
Conditioners and hair masks to include Maui, 
Faith in Nature, Kerastase, Bed Head, 
Botanicals, etc

3552 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include gel 
creams, facial cleansers, wipes, witch hazel, 
moisture miracle, etc

3553 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include face 
wash, intimate wash, shower scrub, bubble bath, 
skin lightening soap, etc

3554 +VAT Selection of the Body Shop toiletries to 
include shower gel, body butter, hand cream, etc

3555 +VAT Selection of fragrances to include 
perfumes, body sprays, essential oils, etc

3556 +VAT Selection of tanning products to include St 
Tropez, Bondi Sands, FFS, Vita Liberata, etc

3557 +VAT Selection of beauty products to include 
make up brushes, sponges, hair bows, bobby 
pins, etc

3558 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include soaps, 
bath bombs, bath salts and whipped body butter, 
etc

3559 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include sheet 
masks, foot packs, nose pore strips, hand 
packs, etc

3560 +VAT Selection of men's cosmetics to include 
beard oils, shave balm, hairstyling powder, 
thickening tonic, etc

3561 +VAT Selection of false lashes, lash glue, 
eyelash applicators and luxury colour lenses

3562 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include glow 
tonic, dry oil spray, eye serum, plumping lip 
care, skin elixir, skin refiner, etc

3563 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include stretch 
mark eraser, glow mud cleanser, facial patches, 
peel off mask, acne cream, etc

3564 +VAT Selection of The Inkey List toiletries to 
include salicylic cleanser, hyaluronic cleanser, 
tranexamic acid treatment, blemish treatment, 
squalane, omega water cream and peptide 
moisturizer

3565 +VAT Selection of The Odinary Beauty products 
to include direct acids, hydrators & Oils, 
retinoids, vitamin C, etc

3566 +VAT Boxed pair of Mint Velvet Allie Pink Triple 
Star trainers, size 41/8

3567 +VAT Boxed pair of Magnum Patrol Cen uniform 
boots, size 9

3568 +VAT Boxed pair of Vega V-12 extra white 
cyprus trainers, size 8

3569 +VAT Boxed pair of La Moda Jam Tarts knee 
high platform boots in white with red hearts, size 
5

3570 +VAT Boxed pair of La Moda Seize the Power 
knee high platform boots in red, size 5 (some 
damage to box)

3571 +VAT Boxed pair of Mint Velvet Tessa Neutral 
Tie Espadrilles, size 38/5

3572 +VAT Boxed pair of La Moda Love Bleeds 
chunky platform wedge boots, size 5 (some 
damage to box)

3573 +VAT Boxed pair of La Moda Adore You Zebra 
Extreme platform ankle boots, size 4 (some 
damage to box)

3574 +VAT Boxed pair of Adidas Stan Smith original 
black shoes, size 6 1/2

3575 Boxed pair of children's Fila disruptor c'pink 
snakes trainer shoes size 4

3576 +VAT 15 Pairs of Primark ladies flip flops in 
various designs and sizes

3577 +VAT 4 Boxed pairs of Ganter sonnica E ladies 
sandals in navy various sizes
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3578 +VAT Boxed pair of Rhinegold country boots, 
Size UK 5

3579 +VAT 2 Boxed pairs of BooHoo shoes to 
include, 'Croc Cross Strap Buckle' and 'Flared 
Heel Sock Boots' Size 5 and 6.

3580 +VAT Boxed pair of Women Nike 'Course A 
Pied' running shes, Size 4 1/2

3581 Pair of kids 'Classic II Metalic Glitter' Ugg Boots, 
Size 2

3582 +VAT Pair of Women's 'Malibu Beach's', Size 6

3583 +VAT A pair of Dune Women's 'Ecru-Leather' 
sandals, Size EU 39

3584 +VAT Pair of white Reebok women's tennis 
trainers, Size 7

3585 Pair of Marvel Super Hero children's sandals, 
Size 5k

3586 +VAT 2 Boxed pairs of Simmi Women High 
heels, white and blue, size 4 and 6

3587 +VAT 3 Boxed pairs of Ego women's shoes to 
include 2 pairs of heels and one pair of black 
boots, Size 5

3588 +VAT Three boxed pairs of Ego women's shoes 
to include three pairs of high heels, one green 
two white. Size 5

3589 +VAT 2 Pairs of women's shoes by Clark's, 
Sizes 3 and 4 1/2

3590 +VAT A pair of men's Camper branded shoes, 
Size 7.5

3591 +VAT Pair of women's Aldo high heels, Size 7

3592 +VAT Pair of men's 'Cloudstratus' trainers by 
UQ, Size 11.5, Signs of wear.

3593 +VAT Pair of women's shoes to include one pair 
of slippers and one pair of sandals, Size 6 and 
5.

3594 +VAT 3 Pairs of women's shoes to include 2 
pairs of heels and one pair of boots, Sizes 6, 4 
and 8.

3595 +VAT 3 Pairs of women's high heeled shoes, 
sizes 3, 4 and 5

3596 +VAT Two pairs of Women's shoes, Sizes 6 and 
4

3597 +VAT Pair of Ted Baker sandals, Size 6

3598 +VAT Two pairs of Ted Baker women's shoes, 
One pair of boots and one heels.

3599 +VAT 3 Pairs of Birkenstock men's sandals, 
Size 7.5 and 8

3600 +VAT Men's suit shoes, Size 9.5

3601 +VAT 8 Pairs of sandals and slippers to include 
John Lewis, Hot Tuna, M&S, etc

3602 +VAT 7 Pairs of trainers shoes to include New 
Look, Converse, Karrimor, etc

3603 +VAT 6 Pairs of boots to include Pretty Little 
Thing, BooHoo, B-Obout, etc

3604 5 Pairs of children's Kidly Label jelly shoes in 
various colours all size 22

3605 8 Pairs of children's shoes to include Zara, 
Clarks, Next, H&M, etc

3606 +VAT 9 Pairs of sandals to include ASOS, M&S, 
H&M, etc

3607 +VAT 3 Pairs of Public Desire high heel shoes in 
various styles sizes 4, 5 & 7

3608 +VAT 8 Pairs of high heel shoes to include 4th
+Reckless, Misguided, Pretty Little Thing, etc

3609 +VAT 8 Pairs of flats / formal shoes to include 
Aldo. Tuffle, Next, etc

3610 +VAT Selection of various shoe related 
accessories to include laces, inner soles, etc

3611 +VAT One pair of Puma black trainers, size 9

3612 +VAT One pair of men's Nike trainers, size 8

3613 +VAT One pair of women's Doc Martin shoes, 
Size 3.

3614 One pair of children's white converse's.

3615 +VAT One pair of blue Ralph Lauren sliders, 
Size 11

3616 +VAT One pair of Women's shoes in Zebra print, 
size 6

3617 +VAT One pair of men's Element shoes, Size 
6.5.

3618 +VAT Pair of Women's walking shoes by 
Saloman, Size 5.5

3619 +VAT Boxed pair of Sorel impermeable hi-top 
waterproof trainers in black size UK 6

3620 Boxed pair of Clarks x Disney children's city 
polkalo trainers size UK 9

3621 Boxed pair of Ugg children's jesse bow 2 boots 
in pink size 4/5

3622 +VAT One pair of men's Camper walking shoes 
in black, Size 11

3623 +VAT One pair of women's Doc Martins in blue

3624 +VAT One pair of women's running shoes by 
Asics, Size 8.5

3625 +VAT Pair of women's Adidas trainers, Size 5

3626 +VAT Pair of men's Adidas predator football 
boots, size 8.5
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3627 +VAT One pair of women's Art boots, size 4

3628 +VAT 3 Pairs of women's shoes by Zara

3629 +VAT 6 pairs of women's shoes, to include 
glamorous, Jones and M&S

3630 +VAT Mixed assortments of shoe innersoles

3631 +VAT Mixed assortment of shoe innersoles

3632 +VAT Mixed assortment of shoe innersoles

3633 +VAT Mixed assortments of shoe inserts and 
shoe tree

3634 +VAT 8 pairs of shoes to include 'Jubang' and 
'Outdoor sports'

3635 Mixed assortment of children's shoes to include, 
Nike, Next and George

3636 +VAT Mixed assortment of shoes to include, 
Nike, M&S and George

3637 +VAT Mixed assortment of shoes to include 
brands such as 'Boohoo' and 'Lol'

3638 +VAT A pair of men's Jack Jones shoes, Size 
8.5

3639 +VAT A pair of women's Rieker shoes, Size 5

3640 +VAT A pair of men's shoes by Crew, size 8.5

3641 +VAT A pair of shoes by Fat Face, size 6.5

3642 +VAT 3 pairs of men's shoes by Flyloft and 
Henley

3643 +VAT 4 pairs of women's shoes by Misguided, 
Pretty little thing, Ego and Schuh

3644 +VAT Three pairs of women's shoes by Pavers

3645 +VAT 3 pairs of women's shoes by Pavers

3646 +VAT Three pairs of women's shoes by BooHoo

3647 +VAT 4 pairs of women's shoes by quiz

3648 +VAT two pairs of women's shoes by Luxe

3649 +VAT Two pairs of women's shoes by cosy feet

3650 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3651 +VAT Bag containing selection of Zara, 
Bershka, Pull&Bear, Stradivarius and Massimo 
Dutti clothing

3652 +VAT Bag containing selection of Zara tops, 
dresses etc

3653 +VAT Bag containing selection of Zara tops, 
dresses etc

3654 +VAT Bag containing denimwear, including 
BDG, True Religion, Hollister etc

3655 +VAT Bag containing sportswear including Lyle 
& Scott, Nike, Puma etc

3656 +VAT Azuriera cropped blazer and mini skirt 
Sydney set, size small (hanging)

3657 +VAT Meyer Dublin modern fit jeans size 30 
width, 32 length (hanging)

3658 +VAT Pair of Polo Ralph Lauren camo surplus 
cargo pants,size 34x32 (hanging)

3659 +VAT Regatta Tyler jacket in dark khaki, size 
medium (hanging)

3660 +VAT Palace Gore-tex s-tech jacket in purple, 
size large (hanging)

3661 +VAT Two floral East skirts with dustbags, both 
size XL (bagged)

3662 +VAT Elisabetta Franchi black and white logo 
jumper, no size showing on garment (tag has 
come off in transit) (hanging)

3663 +VAT Phase Eight Petula Placement dress, size 
10 (hanging)

3664 +VAT Tory Burch black shoulder bag with gold 
chain

3665 +VAT Furla handbag in camel

3666 +VAT Bag containing selection of Monkl and 
Monsoon clothing

3667 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Pretty 
Green, Pretty Little Thing, Dorothy Perkins, 
Daisy Street, Club London Oh Polly and Urban 
Outfitters

3668 +VAT Bag containing tops from Supreme, 
Superdry, Paul James, Threadbare, Jack Wills 
and The North Face

3669 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Warehouse, 
Omnes, Phase Eight, Ichi, Oh Polly, Pretty Little 
thing, Atelier and Other stories

3670 +VAT Radley London canvas handbag in used 
condition, taupe with black trim and peach 
interior, with pink dustbag

3671 +VAT Pallet containing mixed adult clothing

3672 +VAT Bag containing selection of Zara, Bershka 
and Pull & Bear clothing

3673 +VAT Bag containing denimwear, including 
Oasis, River Island, Levis etc

3674 +VAT Four pairs of Seasalt Cornwall jeans, all 
size 14 (bagged)

3675 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Nike, Adidas, Puma, Gymking, Sergio Tacchini, 
Druid, Calvin Klein, Sweaty Betty etc

3676 +VAT The North Face women's light grey 
hooded coat, size large (hanging)

3677 +VAT Pair of Rixo blue and white patterned 
dresses, size 10 and 8 (bagged)
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3678 +VAT Max Mara brown wool coat, size 12 
(hanging)

3679 +VAT Bag containing Oliver Bonas, Scamp & 
Dude, Lucy & Yak, LK Bennett, White Stuff, 
Pretty Green and Per Una clothing

3680 +VAT Bag containing beachwear, including 
Calzedonia, Boux Avenue and Sosandar

3681 +VAT Bag containing Oh Polly, Club London, 
Dorothy Perkins, M&S, Monsoon and Showpo 
clothing

3682 +VAT Selection of clothing from Weird Fish, Mr 
Nice and Soulstar, sizes Medium, Large and 
XLB (bagged)

3683 +VAT Selection of Seasalt Cornwall clothing, 
sizes 12, 14 and 18 (bagged)

3684 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Cos, Joules 
and Lavish Alice

3685 +VAT Bag containing selection of underwear

3686 +VAT Pallet containing mixed adult clothing

3687 +VAT Bag containing selection of Stradivarius 
and Zara clothing

3688 +VAT Bag containing selection of denimwear, 
including Noisy May, Gap, River Island, MNG 
etc

3689 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Adidas, Nike, Mckenzie etc

3690 +VAT Bag containing dresses from Azel 
Clothing, all size medium

3691 +VAT Musto grey hooded waterproof jacket, 
some signs of previous use, size 12

3692 +VAT Sweaty Betty Icon gym bag in black

3693 +VAT Dolcie London fur hooded cropped coat 
with leather lining, size large

3694 +VAT Barbour polo shirt (XXL) and Zolder top 
(size 12) (bagged)

3695 +VAT Bag containing selection of swimwear 
including O'Neills, Next, New Look, Boux 
Avenue etc

3696 +VAT Bag of Pretty Green shirts, t-shirts, polo 
shirt and shorts

3697 +VAT Bag containing selection of dresses from 
Seasalt Cornwall, Joules, Twisted Wunder, Blue 
Vanilla and Nobody's Child

3698 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Oliver 
Bonas, Karen Millen, House of CB, Lucy & Yak, 
Warehouse, Ragged Priest, White Stuff and 
Sweaty Betty

3699 +VAT Bag containing coats, and tops from The 
North Face, Tommy Hilfiger, Ralph Lauren, 
M&S, Superdry and Hollister

3700 +VAT Selection of bags, purses, wallets etc

3701 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

3702 +VAT Bag containing selection of hats

3703 +VAT Pallet containing mixed adult clothing

3704 +VAT Bag containing Zara and Pull & Bear 
clothing

3705 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Adidas, Nike, Puma etc

3706 +VAT Bag containing selection of socks

3707 +VAT Bag containing selection of underwear

3708 +VAT Bag containing tops from Tommy Hilfiger, 
Lacoste x National Geographic, Alessandro 
Zavetti, Fred Perry and Ralph Lauren

3709 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Karen 
Millen, MNG, Pretty Green, Roman, and 
Azuriera

3710 +VAT Modalu grey handbag with dustbag

3711 +VAT MWL Collection bridal gown, no size 
showing on garment (hanging)

3712 +VAT Mark Lesley wedding dress, style 7508, 
size 8, with dress bag and hanger (hanging)

3713 +VAT Karen Millen collared eyelet jersey dress, 
size 12 (hanging)

3714 +VAT Versace black logo print sweatshirt, size 
XL (hanging)

3715 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3716 +VAT Bag containing Zara and Stradivarius 
clothing

3717 +VAT Bag containing denimwear, including 
Wrangler, Pretty Little Thing, H&M, Divided etc

3718 +VAT Bag containing sportswear from Adidas, 
Nike, Lyle & Scott and Sweaty Betty

3719 +VAT Harry Potter Railway muffin shoulder bag

3720 +VAT WeFurLena fur cropped jacket in black, 
size XXL

3721 +VAT French Connection Alessia satin cowl 
neck dress in Casablanca, size 10

3722 +VAT Lily and Lionel Zadie leather jacket, size 
XS

3723 +VAT Set of 8 Sophie Home seat cushion 
covers

3724 +VAT Bag containing Pretty Green jacket (size 
Medium), Missguided jacket (size 16), Gap 
blazer (size XL), Ted Baker shirt (size 5)
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3725 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Lucy & Yak, 
Woolovers, and Boden

3726 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Coast, Karen 
Millen, Nobody's Child, Sosandar etc

3727 +VAT Bag containing six Rockstar Games t 
shirts, various designs and sizes

3728 +VAT Pallet containing mixed adult and 
children's clothing (new and used)

3729 +VAT Pallet containing mixed adult and 
children's clothing (new and used)

3730 +VAT Pallet containing mixed linen items

3731 +VAT Diesel S Ronnie camo overshirt, size 
small (hanging)

3732 +VAT The North Face black puffer jacket, size 
large (hanging)

3733 +VAT SPARE

3734 +VAT Rains Messenger Bag in black

3735 +VAT Roxy helmet, Belle ski goggles and 
Mountain Warehouse ski goggles (bagged)

3736 +VAT Hermes boxed dark blue and red silk tie

3737 +VAT Hermes boxed dark and light blue silk tie

3738 +VAT Hermes boxed dark and light blue silk tie

3739 +VAT Hermes bag containing two Hermes 
scarves, one white and one blue

3740 +VAT Bag containing Orlebar Brown 007 The 
Man with the Golden Gun safari jacket (XL), 
grey t shirt (XL) and 007 On Her Majesty's 
Secret Service linen trousers (all items require 
ironing as very wrinkled)

3741 +VAT Bag containing pair of Solace London 
white maxi dresses, size 6 and 4

3742 +VAT Four pairs of Gadzhi trousers, all size 
medium (bagged)

3743 +VAT Bag containing Unique clothing, including 
t shirt, hoodie, trousers etc (various sizes)

3744 +VAT Bag containing Alpha Industries MA-1 
jacket and college jacket (both size small), and 
Alpha Industries reflective sweatshirt (size XS)

3745 Bag containing Next baby and toddler clothing 
(ages 0-4) in original packaging

3746 Bag containing Next children's clothing (age 4-8) 
in original packaging

3747 +VAT Bag containing 8 Rue Femme Celeste 
dresses in various sizes (black and blue)

3748 +VAT Pair of DuepuntoOtto Inge jute luxury dog 
carrying bags with dustbag

3749 +VAT DuepuntoOtto Inge jute luxury dog 
carrying bag with dustbag

3750 +VAT DuepuntoOtto Margaret luxury dog 
carrying bag with dustbag

3751 +VAT DuepuntoOtto Annie luxury dog carrying 
bag with dustbag

3752 +VAT 2 DuepuntoOtto mini Inge jute pochettes 
for dog owners (with dustbags)

3753 +VAT DuepuntoOtto mini Margaret bag for dog 
owners (with dustbag)

3761 Nike Air Jordan 1 Low Tumbled Leather Black 
childrens trainers size 6

3762 +VAT Adidas NMD R1 PK size 9

3763 +VAT Meermin Country Brown boots size 9

3764 +VAT Reebok Flashfilm Train 2.0 size 8.5 and a 
pair of New Balance 530 trainers size 6

3765 +VAT 2 pairs of Roxy Jovie fur boots size 7 and 
8

3766 +VAT 2 pairs of Roxy Jovie fur boots size 7 and 
8

3767 +VAT 2 pairs of Superga Cotu Classic trainers 
size 5 and 5.5

3768 +VAT Loake 1880 Goodyear welted rubber sole 
boots size 9

3769 +VAT Zyne Raffy I mules size EU 40

3770 +VAT Skechers G Walk size 10

3771 +VAT Bag of loose shoes to include Nike and 
Adidas (approx 11 pairs, one showing signs of 
use)

3772 +VAT Bag of loose used shoes (approx 13 pairs)

3773 +VAT Bag of loose shoes to include boots and a 
pair of Puma trainers size 10 (7 pairs total)

3774 Bag of loose childrens shoes to include a boxed 
pair of Nike Majestry FG childrens shoes size 4 
(7 pairs total)

3775 +VAT Adidas Yeezy Boost 350 V2 Dazzling 
Blue size 8 (slight damage to box due to sticker 
peel, see pictures)

3776 +VAT Adidas Ozweego womens trainers size 7

3777 +VAT Dr Martens Flora boots size 9

3778 +VAT Dr Martens Flora boots size 8

3779 +VAT Ugg Classic Mini II womens boots size 7

3780 +VAT Nike Blazer Mid 77 Mantra Orange size 
12 (used)

3781 +VAT Adidas Superstar W womens trainers size 
7 and a pair of Puma Shuffle trainers size 7
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3782 +VAT Black Diamond Momentum climbing 
shoes size 9

3783 +VAT Meindl Kansas Lady GTX boots size 5.5

3784 +VAT Red Chili Circuit VCR climbing shoes size 
4.5

3785 +VAT Karen Millen Premium Leather Strappy 
Pointy Court Shoe size 3 (used)

3786 +VAT Nike Metcon 7 size 7 and a pair of Puma 
Complete Velosis 3 womens trainers size 8

3787 +VAT Nike Air Jordan 1 Low SE All-Star (2021) 
size 7.5 (used)

3801 +VAT Selection of cosmetics to include Murad, 
Elizabeth, Augstinus Bader, Caudale, NYK1, 
Essence of Harris, Virture, etc

3802 +VAT Moroccanoil re pair shampoo & 
conditioner duo together with Kiehl's foaming 
face wash and body moisturizer

3803 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Molton 
Brown, Ailke, Elizabeth Arden, Ava Estell and 
Kiehl's

3804 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Eve Lom 
cleanser, Anese scrub and LFF creams and face 
serum

3805 +VAT Liz Earle skin tonic, repair moisturizer and 
cleanser together with Lumin charcoal cleanser, 
dark circle defense, exfoliating rub and 
moisturizing balm

3806 +VAT Selection of Christophe Robin toiletries to 
include cleansing pastes and purifying scrubs

3807 +VAT Selection of Shiseido toiletries to include 
wrinkle smoothing cream, sun protectors and 
after sun

3808 +VAT Selection of various mascaras to include 
Lord & Berry, Rimmel, Max Factor, L'Oreal, etc

3809 +VAT Selection of eyebrow makeup & eyeliners 
to include Eyelure, L'Oreal, Benefit, Tailaiemi, 
etc

3810 +VAT Selection of foundations, concealers and 
primers to include Phoera, Bare Minerals, Serge 
Lutens, No7, NYX, etc

3811 +VAT Selection of eyeshadows to include Ted 
Baker, W7, MAC, Tish McEvoy, Trinny London, 
etc

3812 +VAT Selection of lipsticks, liners and glosses to 
include E.L.F, Revlon, Beauty Pie, Trinny 
London, NYX, MaxFactor, etc

3813 +VAT Selection of powders, highlighters and 
bronzers to include MUA, MAC, Ciate, Trinny 
London, etc

3814 +VAT Selection of Revolution cosmetics to 
include eye shadow pallets, foundation, bond 
plex shampoo, hydration mist, miracle cream, 
cream blush, etc

3815 +VAT Selection of makeup to include Huda 
Beauty lip sticks, Fenty Beauty lil bronze duo 
and Made by Mitchell liquid bronzer and blusher

3816 +VAT Selection of Nars makeup to include light 
reflecting foundation, natural radiant long wear 
foundation and highlighting powder

3817 +VAT Selection of Estee Lauder makeup to 
include water glow primer, double wear radiant 
concealer, futurist hyrda rescue and sculpting 
lipstick

3818 +VAT Selection of Charlotte Tilbury cosmetics to 
include lip cheat, 2in1 lipstick, beautifual skin 
founation, magic night cream, airbrush flawless 
foundation and Hollywood flawless filter

3819 +VAT Selection of Chanel cosmetics to include 
rouge allure lipstick, healthy glow bronzing 
cream and hydra beauty micro crème

3820 +VAT Giorgio Armani foundations together with 
Yves Saint Laurent long wear foundation

3821 +VAT Yves Saint Laurent dewy mist together 
with Dior forever skin glow & backstage pallet

3822 +VAT Spectrum x Disney The Little Mermaid 
Ursula make up brush bag with full set of 
makeup brushes

3823 +VAT Selection of various hair extensions, wigs 
and wig caps in various colours and lengths

3824 +VAT M Express teeth whitening LED kit 
together with Tebright advanced teeth whitening 
kit

3825 +VAT Selection of men's shavers to include 
Manscaped the weed whacker, Vintage t9 
trimmer and The Barber Shop hair clipper set

3826 +VAT Oral-B pro 3 and pro expert toothbrushes 
together with various replacement heads

3827 +VAT Selection of ladies facial hair trimmers 
and other beauty tools to include Lutinq, Phillips 
and Lux Skin

3828 +VAT Selection of ladies beauty facial & hair 
styling tools to include Babyliss, Envie, 
Ramindong, Skincare Options and Nurse Jamie

3829 +VAT Selection of perfumes, body sprays and 
essential oils

3830 +VAT Selection of Acti-Labs cosmetics to 
include lipo sculpting fluid wrap kit and capill hair 
conditioning masks
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3831 +VAT Selection of Living Proof cosmetics to 
include repair mask, shampoo, protecting spray, 
curl definer, curl enhancer and conditioner

3832 +VAT Selection of cosmetics to include Wella, 
Harvest, Only Curls and Artnaturals

3833 +VAT Selection of Clinique cosmetics to include 
moisturizing lotion, super defense, chubby stick, 
Zero Gravity kit, etc

3834 +VAT 6 x Hair Plus 25g pack of hair building 
powder in dark brown

3835 +VAT Selection of AshBeauty cosmetics to 
include facial masks and facial oils

3836 +VAT Selection of Tropic cosmetics to include 
body smooth, face smooth, skin feast, fixing gel 
mascara, etc

3837 +VAT Selection of Green People cosmetics to 
include face mask, make up remover, shampoo, 
sun cream, etc

3838 +VAT Selection of Dr.Jart+ Cicapair cosmetics 
to include tiger grass mask, tiger grass foam 
cleaner and tiger grass repair serum

3839 +VAT Selection of Black Label cosmetics to 
include pre styling mist, craft clay, shape paste, 
profile putty and dark matter

3840 +VAT Selection of false eyelashes, eyelash glue 
and applicators

3841 +VAT Selection of soaps, bath salts, bath 
bombs, etc

3842 +VAT Selection of 17. makeup to include 
foundations, eyeshadows, powders, lip sticks, 
etc

3843 +VAT Selection of powders, bronzers and 
blushers to include Fenty, Elf, Truffle, Trinny 
London, etc

3844 +VAT Selection of lip sticks and glosses to 
include Handaiyan, Revolution, Truffle, No7, 
Trinny London, etc

3845 +VAT Selection of foundations and primers to 
include M.A.C, Phoera, Hero, Trinny London, 
etc

3846 +VAT Selection of eyeshadow pallets and 
mascaras to include Truffle, Sheglam, Lancome, 
Revolution, etc

3847 +VAT Selection of makeup to include Emolyne 
box sets, Dior addict lip tattoo tint, YSL mascara 
and Giorgio Armani primer

3848 +VAT Selection of men's toiletries to include 
beard oils, beard filler pencils, combs, hair 
density serum, etc

3849 +VAT Selection of various hair accessories 
together with face cloths and henna tattoo 
stencils

3850 +VAT Selection of makeup brushes and hair 
brushes in various styles

3851 +VAT Selection of various makeup bags 
together with Oliver Thomas toiletry gift set bag 
and Baylis & Harding toiletry gift set bag

3852 +VAT Selection of face masks, foot packs, face 
pods, moisturizing gloves, etc

3853 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include facial 
serums, hydraulic acid gels, wrinkle serums, 
facial oil, bath soak, sleep balm, etc

3854 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include deep 
heat, corn caps, foot cream, ointment, epiderm 
cream, fungal nail treatment, etc

3855 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include pregnancy 
tests, sleep patches, tampons, panty liners, etc

3856 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include body 
creams, face creams, hand creams, etc

3857 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include hand 
soaps, body wash, shower gels, etc

3858 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include 
shampoos, conditioners, hair masks and hair 
styling products

3859 +VAT Selection of baby wipes, tea tree wipes, 
hygiene hand gel, antiseptic wipes and hand 
wipes

3860 +VAT Selection of hair styling products to 
include hair mist, gel, curling mouse, heat 
protectant, etc

3861 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include 
shampoos, conditioners and hair masks

3862 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include face 
creams, moisturizers, cleansing waters, body 
lotions, etc

3863 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include body 
wash, shower gels, hand soaps, hydrating 
toners, etc

3864 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include tea tree 
pore strips, ibuprofen gel, cutisoft wipes, hair 
removal cream, etc

3865 +VAT Selection if Dental care items to include 
toothbrushes, teeth whitening strips, whitening 
fluoride mouthwash, toothpaste, etc

3866 +VAT Selection of lip care items to include 
Nivea, Carmex, Dr. Pawpaw, etc

3867 +VAT Selection of various sun creams to include 
Nivea, Bondi Sands, Green People, La Roche 
Posay, etc
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3868 +VAT Selection of shaver head replacements, 
shavers, eyebrow razors together with oral b pro 
expert toothbrush

3869 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include face 
packs, collagen eye masks, hair masks, sheet 
masks, etc

3870 +VAT Selection of tanning products to include 
Skinny Tan, Fontainavie, Amanda Harrington, St 
Tropez, etc

3871 +VAT Selection of men's toiletries to include 
shave cream, face moisturizer, crop reviver, etc

3872 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include No7, 
Lancome, The Inkey List, MZ Skin, Leaf & Seed, 
etc

3873 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include MZ Skin, 
Liz Earle, Chrisitan Laurent, Gatineau, Pixi, etc

3874 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Ava 
Estell, Skin Proud, Beauty Fix, Liz Earle, etc

3875 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include The 
Organic Pharmacy, Aveeno, Cult 51, Lacura, 
Bioassance, Pai, etc

3876 +VAT 12 x Olay beauty fluid face & boy 
moisturizing fluid 200ml

3877 +VAT 10 x Sol Janeiro brazilian joia shampoo 
and conditoners 295ml

3878 +VAT Selection of acrylic nails, nail polish, nail 
polish strips, nail polish remover, etc

3879 +VAT Selection of false eyelashes in various 
styles

3880 +VAT Hard wax beans and spatulas together 
with Together Health supplements

3881 +VAT Selection of various soaps, bath bombs, 
bath salts, etc

3882 +VAT Selection of bath products to include 
Lush, Bath Indulgence and O.B.Clothing Co

3883 +VAT Selection of various deodorants to include 
Wild, AKT, Native, Mitchum, etc

3884 +VAT Selection of perfumes, body sprays, 
essential oils, etc

3885 +VAT Paco Rabanne pure xs eau de parfum 
30ml together with Flower by Kenzo eau de 
toilette 50ml

3886 +VAT Spectrum x Katie Jane Hughes make up 
brushes to include 11 piece brush edit, 2 piece 
face duo and 5 piece eye brush set

3887 +VAT Decleor Paris neroli bigarage hydrating 
collection for dry & dehydrated skin

3888 +VAT *Sealed* La Mer the lifting and firming 
mask 50ml

3889 +VAT Ouai shampoo, conditioner and hair mask 
set

3890 +VAT Selection of The Body Shop cosmetics to 
include cream cleanser, body butter, hand 
cream, etc

3891 +VAT Selection of Charlotte Tilbury cosmetics to 
include foundation, lip gloss, eyeshadow, etc

3892 +VAT Selection of Elemis cosmetics to include 
facial wash, eye revive mask, superfood, toner, 
etc

3893 +VAT Selection of Eve Lom cosmetics to include 
moisture cream, rescue mask and cleanser

3894 +VAT Selection of Olaplex cosmetics to include 
no3 hair perfecter, no4 bond maintenance 
shampoo and no5 bond maintenance 
conditioner

3895 +VAT Selection of Kiehl's cosmetics to include 
cleanser, facial fuel, gel cream, calming mask, 
hand salve, etc

3896 +VAT Selection of Morphe makeup pallets to 
include 8C cool pro blush palette, 35V stunning 
vibes artistry palette and Jeffree Star artistry 
palette

3897 +VAT Selection of various eyeshadow palettes 
together with Sassy Saint brow lamination kit

3898 +VAT Selection of powders, bronzers, 
highlighters, etc to include Spectrum, No7, Ben 
Nye, Revolution, etc

3899 +VAT Selection of foundations, concealers and 
primers to include Bobbi Brown, Revolution, 
Urban Decay, Bare Minerals, etc

3900 +VAT Selection of lip sticks, lip liners and 
glosses to include Huda, Phoera, Beauty Pie, 
benefit, etc

3901 +VAT Selection of brown pencils, mascaras and 
eyeliners to include Lash Bomb, Refy, L'Oreal, 
MaxFactor, etc

3902 Box containing approx. 59 Derma rollers

3903 Box containing approx. 93 Heart of Love hair 
removers

3904 Box containing approx. 46 Heart of Love facial 
hair removers

3905 3 boxes containing 14, 16, and 16 Heart of Love 
eyebrow trimmers

3906 3 boxes containing 25, 100, and 100 digital baby 
thermometers

3907 Box containing approx. 100 height increasers

3908 Box containing approx. 22 sonic electric 
toothbrushes
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3909 Box containing approx. 27 sonic electric 
toothbrushes

3910 Box containing approx. 16 sonic electric 
toothbrushes

3911 Box containing approx. 25 acne pore cleaners

3912 Small heart shaped purse, and 2 other bags

3913 +VAT 6 boxed pairs of Cork and Stylarter shoes

3914 Tray of Carole Hochmann bras

3915 3 boxed pairs of men's Burton London slip-on 
shoes

3916 3 boxed pairs of men's Burton London slip-on 
shoes

3917 4 pairs mixed assorted style mens shoes

3918 4 loose pairs of men's Burton London slip-on 
shoes

3919 Box containing approx. 16 ladies pyjamas, size 
12 -14

3920 Box of various buckle belts

3921 Extra long hot water bottle

3922 Boxed pair of black safety boots size 9

3923 Box of Game of Thrones Eagle Moss figurines

3924 Box containing approx. 60 upper and lower back 
braces, plus box containing ladies tunic tops, 
size 18-20

3925 Approx. 19 upper and lower back braces

3926 +VAT Bag of mixed staitonery

3927 +VAT 2 You Gears model sets

3928 +VAT Mac cosmetics set

3929 +VAT 40th Anniversary Ltd. Ed. King Kenny 
iconic shirt collector set

3930 +VAT Mont Blanc leather card holder

3931 +VAT GHD Original Professional stylers

3932 +VAT Fortnum & Mason teabag set

3933 +VAT 2 faux fur cushions a 1 large and 1 
smaller non slip mats

3934 Box containing various kitchenware, plates, 
bowls, pots, scales, and box containing 
Panasonic breadmaker, toaster, etc.

4001 +VAT (2016) VW Crafter CR35 2.0TDI Extra 
LWB Extra High Roof van in green converted by 
Emerald Conversions to a Mobile Catering Unit, 
registration plate GN66 WPL, current mileage 
showing 50243 miles, diesel, MOT until 
12/5/2023, one key no V5 at present

4021 Stowaway 3 maroon foldup bike

4022 Issimo silver foldup bike

4023 Black Canewioth gents mountain bike

4024 White town bike

4025 Raleigh girls mountain bike

4026 White and purple BMX

4027 White and pink girls bike

4028 Silver Pro Bike gents bike

4029 Multi coloured BMX

4030 +VAT Elite silver and pink ladies bike

4031 Euro Headnet electric moped scooter

4032 Raleigh Arena childs racing cycle

4033 Silver Raleigh Spirit gents bike

4034 Europa blue foldup bike

4035 Lexmoto Venom (2017) 124cc, petrol motorbike 
in black, with V5 (new battery required)

4040 Large shelf containing various coloured director 
style chairs

4041 +VAT 2 green water butts

4042 +VAT 7 wooden crates

4043 +VAT Honda petrol powered bent shaft strimmer

4044 Bauker petrol powered strimmer unit and 
attachment

4045 Stihl petrol powered strimmer

4046 Flymo electric hedgecutter, fork, slasher, and 
small edger

4047 Stihl KM94RC petrol powered unit, no 
attachments

4048 Flymo lite 250 petrol powered bent shaft 
strimmer

4049 Yellow bent shaft petrol powered strimmer

4050 2 electric MacAllister leaf blowers

4051 Bentley green petrol powered strimmer

4052 SGS blue petrol powered strimmer

4053 Ryobi petrol powered brush cutter

4054 Olec-Mac petrol powered leaf blower

4055 Red Mountfield petrol powered leaf blower

4056 2 Bosch electric strimmers

4057 Stihl HS60AV petrol powered hedge cutter

4058 McCullough petrol powered hedgecutter

4059 Husqvarna petrol powered chainsaw
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4060 McCullough petrol powered chainsaw

4061 Blue small petrol powered chainsaw

4062 +VAT Hawksmoor battery powered chainsaw, 1 
battery, no charger

4063 Bosch electric strimmer

4064 Flymo battery powered strimmer, 2 batteries, no 
charger, and small rake and GTech strimmer

4065 +VAT Hawksmoor petrol brushcutter, boxed

4066 Green Handy electric leaf blower

4067 Green Handy electric leaf blower

4068 Makita 12.5ins disc cutter

4069 Ryobi bent shaft petrol powered strimmer

4070 Mitox red petrol powered strimmer

4071 +VAT Boxed Flymo multi trim

4072 Electric boxed hedge trimmer

4073 GTech cordless hedge trimmer and attachment

4074 +VAT Reel of hose pipe, bag of bird seed and 
hay rack

4075 Bundle of assorted vintage garden tools

4076 +VAT Box of logs, and 4 boxes of mini 
toadstools

4077 +VAT 5 bags of compost

4078 Part underbay including various garden tools

4079 +VAT Quantity plastic chicken feeders

4080 Small quantity of garden tools inc. rake, shovel, 
brush etc.

4081 Small quantity of garden tools inc. shovel, fork, 
rake, etc.

4082 Wooden foldup dog ramp

4083 +VAT 2 watering cans, 2 forks, and a spade

4084 +VAT 6 tins of assorted Cuprinol garden paint

4085 +VAT 5 boxes of LED string lights, 2 loose sets 
of string lights, and strip lights

4086 +VAT Zeus battery powered skateboard

4087 +VAT Stack of click together garden tiles

4088 +VAT 2 blue herons

4089 +VAT 2 blue herons

4090 Mini cordless battery powered chainsaw

4091 +VAT Pack of peony bulbs, bird feeder, and 
hedgehog

4092 +VAT Calor mini BBQ

4093 +VAT Quantity of chimney tops

4094 +VAT Large box of MET posts and post spikes

4095 +VAT Titan multi tool accessories

4096 +VAT 2 Verve mattocks

4097 +VAT 2 rolls of blackplastic

4098 Small Avengers childs fold up scooter

4099 12 boxes of Lasertag style guns and helmets

4100 2 galvanised buckets and quantity of plastic 
buckets

4101 Large quantity of doormats

4102 Small bird house

4103 +VAT Yamaha scooter, boxed

4104 Wall mounted basket

4105 +VAT Weber mini gas BBQ

4106 Vintage tractor seat

4107 Wall light

4108 3 brown boxed garden sprayers and 3 Ronseal 
garden sprayers

4109 Small car buoy

4110 +VAT Hozelock Easy Clear pond pump

4111 +VAT Jetson Saturn scooter, boxed

4112 +VAT Outland fire bowl, boxed

4113 +VAT Nova Scotia water feature

4114 2 bird cages

4115 2 plastic boxes

4116 +VAT Post box, no key

4117 +VAT 2 wicker baskets

4118 +VAT Rattan set to include 2 seater sofa, 2 tub 
chairs, and coffee table

4119 +VAT Rattan 3-seater sofa, with canopy, 3 
chairs and sidetable

4120 +VAT Rattan 3-seater sofa, with canopy, 3 
chairs and sidetable

4121 +VAT Rattan 3-seater sofa, with canopy, 3 
chairs and sidetable

4122 +VAT Small round glass topped coffee table 
with 2 garden chairs

4123 +VAT L-shaped rattan garden sofa with footstool 
and cream cushions

4124 +VAT L-shaped rattan garden sofa with footstool 
and cream cushions
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4125 +VAT Rattan L-shaped garden sofa, no 
cushions

4126 +VAT Box containing flat pack chair parts

4127 +VAT Brown metal adjustable garden lounger

4128 4 stacking metal framed chairs

4129 4 assorted foldup chairs

4130 Round tile topped garden table

4131 +VAT Round glass topped garden table with 2 
chairs

4132 +VAT Parasol base

4133 +VAT Boxed St Moritz lazy spa with box 
containing cover and box containing pump

4134 +VAT Bagged Lazy Spa with cover and pump

4135 +VAT Boxed Lazy Spa with pump

4136 Stainless steel patio heater

4137 Box containing woven patio swing parts

4138 Wooden bench

4139 Wooden bench

4140 Wooden bench

4141 +VAT Egg shaped smoker BBQ

4142 +VAT Egg shaped smoker BBQ

4143 *Withdrawn*

4144 *Withdrawn*

4145 +VAT 2 wooden foldup garden chairs

4146 +VAT Foldup Timber Ridge camping chair

4147 2 small wooden benches

4148 2 small wooden benches

4149 2 small wooden benches

4150 2 small wooden benches

4151 2 small wooden benches

4152 4 small wooden steps/benches

4153 +VAT Grey painted wooden bench

4154 +VAT Single egg shaped rattan swing seat

4155 +VAT Single egg shaped rattan swing seat

4156 +VAT Square glass top garden table with 3 
stools and 1 chair

4157 Large rectangular wooden garden table with 
trunked legs and 2 benches with trunked base

4158 Large pallet of assorted terracotta and other 
pots

4159 Tiled garden mirror, small foldup table and 
galvanised burning bin

4160 4 metal chair frames (no bases)

4161 +VAT Quantity of wooden slats and parts

4162 2 vintage axles and wheels

4163 Towing car dolly

4164 2 wooden garage doors

4165 Bic 245 plastic rowing boat

4166 Large metal parts rack with galvanised bins

4167 Pair of metal garden gates

4168 +VAT 2 accro props

4169 4 wooden foldup chairs

4170 6 large roofing sheets

4171 Large piece of stone

4172 2 large pieces of stone

4173 Approx. 20 stacking lidded crates

4174 Approx. 20 stacking lidded crates

4175 Approx. 20 stacking lidded crates

4176 Approx. 20 stacking lidded crates

4177 Approx. 20 stacking lidded crates

4178 Large pallet of long lengths of assorted timber

4179 2 large flag poles

4180 2 pairs of large wooden garage doors

4181 Agrifab sweeper and towalong lawn spike

4182 Pallet of assorted lengths of timber

4183 Pallet of 7-9ft lengths of timber

4184 Pallet of long lengths of 3x2" timber

4185 3 large pieces of rock

4186 6 assorted pieces of rock

4187 Piece of rock

4188 Brearley metal guillotine

4190 Large pallet of metal fence railing

4191 Large twin axle flat bed galvanized base trailer 
with beaver tail and tilting mechanism

4192 (Algerine) manufactured by ‘Norman Cruisers’, a 
centre cockpit riverboat, circa 1979, 20 foot 
length, 6,10” foot beam, 4 berth in two cabins 
Honda 15HP petrol outboard motor, complete 
with 2008 LoadRite trailer, stored out of the 
water for over 5 years, large quantity of 
paperwork and receipts
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4193 Pallet of approx. 10ft lengths of timber

4194 2 bags of assorted wooden offcuts

4195 2 bags of assorted wooden offcuts

4201 +VAT 2 grey plastic planters

4202 Vintage G Jennings toilet pan

4203 Small concrete statue of a girl with jug

4204 Large concrete garden statue of a lady

4205 Small bird bath and extra plinth

4206 +VAT 2 artificial plants in pots

4207 +VAT Metal planter on stand

4208 4 square planters and 2 round planters

4209 +VAT Double egg shaped rattan hanging chair

4210 +VAT Box containing flat pack shed parts

4211 +VAT Flatpack gazebo

4212 +VAT Flatpack storage cabinet

4213 2 inflatable mattresses

4214 +VAT Coleman pop up shelter - Poles only

4215 +VAT Bagged spa

4216 +VAT 3 inflatable mattresses

4217 Wooden box with croquet set

4218 +VAT Camping chair, walking sticks and 
camping clothes line

4219 Bestway Lay-Z-Spa pump

4220 Intex inflatable dinghy

4221 +VAT Intex inflatable dinghy

4222 +VAT Decathlon 4-person tent

4223 Sleeping bag and blowup mattress

4224 +VAT Campchef camping hob

4225 Boxed gazebo

4226 Green and black Callaway golf bag, blue golf 
bag with clubs, and small Junior golf bag with 
clubs

4227 2 green golf bags, and golf trolley, with set of 
clubs

4228 +VAT Foldup camping table, fishing chair, and 
small camouflage tent

4229 +VAT Small boxed firepit

4230 +VAT Pair of flippers

4231 +VAT 2 Dunlop golf clubs

4232 Electric golf buggy, no battery or charger

4233 2 camping chairs

4234 +VAT Blue Lafluma camping chair

4235 +VAT 2 foldup wooden chairs

4236 +VAT EasyGlide 3-wheel golf trolley and putting 
mat

4237 +VAT Tobin Sports large inflatable dinghy with 
oars and pump

4238 *Withdrawn*

4239 White 2 panel internal door and a glazed internal 
door

4240 Quantity of copper tube

4241 2 plasterboard props

4242 Cast iron fire place with wooden surround

4243 +VAT Multi position ladder

4244 +VAT Double extension aluminium ladder, and 
single section of ladder

4245 4 Danger Do Not Climb ladder protectors

4246 +VAT Aluminium loft ladder

4247 Wooden and aluminium ladder

4248 Single section aluminium ladder and 2 step 
ladders

4249 +VAT 3 assorted radiators in various conditions

4250 +VAT Boxed wall mount electric fireplace

4251 +VAT 500x800 towel radiator

4252 Multi position ladder and 2 step ladders

4253 +VAT Bagged pair of skis

4254 +VAT Beige garden parasol with light kit

4255 +VAT Red garden parasol

4256 2 pieces of grey worktop

4257 +VAT ARTIKA shower caddy

4259 Greenworks battery powered mower with 2 
batteries and charger

4260 Hayter Harrier petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4261 Tesco electric hover mower

4262 McCulloch yellow petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4263 Red petrol powered rotary mower, no grass box

4264 Honda silver petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4265 Flymo silver petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box
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4266 Mountfield petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4267 GTech battery powered mower, no battery or 
charger, no grass box

4268 +VAT Boxed Hawksmoor hand propelled petrol 
powered rotary mowerq

4269 Qualcast green petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4270 Qualcast Suffolk Punch petrol powered cylinder 
mower, no grass box

4271 Small petrol powered mini mower with grass box

4272 +VAT Mountfield red petrol powered rotary 
mower with grass box

4273 Green petrol powered rotary mower with grass 
box

4274 Qualcast green petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4275 Red Sovereign petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4276 RoughCut mower

4277 Green petrol powered rotary mower with grass 
box

4278 Orange electric garden shredder

4279 Makita blue petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4280 Mountfield laser petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4281 JCB petrol powered rotary mower

4282 Einhell petrol powered rotovator

4283 Vintage petrol powered rotovator

4284 Webb electric 14 cylinder mower with grass box

4285 *Withdrawn*

4286 Bosch electric rotary mower with grass box

4287 Green petrol powered rotary mower with grass 
box

4288 Towalong seed spreader

4289 MacAllister electric mower with grass box

4290 Flymoo electric hover mower

4291 Qualcast Suffolk Punch petrol powered cylinder 
mower with grass box

4292 Pallet containing camouflage, rucksack, 
tarpaulin, and other sheets

4293 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4294 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4295 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4296 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4297 +VAT Large pallet box containing flatpack 
swimming pool

4298 +VAT Herriots Happy Hen house in 2 boxes

4299 +VAT Herriots Happy Hen house in 2 boxes

4300 +VAT Herriots Happy Hen house in 2 boxes

4301 +VAT Herriots Happy Hen house in 2 boxes

4302 +VAT Wooden garden storage cabinet, boxed

4303 +VAT Wooden garden storage cabinet, boxed

4304 +VAT Wooden garden storage cabinet, boxed

4305 +VAT Wooden garden storage cabinet, boxed

4306 Pallet of assorted tiles

4307 +VAT Pallet of various lengths and rolls of cable

4308 Pallet containing various car parts inc. parcel 
shelf, exhaust, car mats, pumps, and various 
other parts, with 4 tubs of cleaning chemicals

4309 +VAT Flatpack unit and square shower screen

4310 +VAT Boxed Tavistock toilet pan and cistern

4311 +VAT Quantity of shelf brackets and rails

4312 +VAT Frankie resin black sink

4313 +VAT Illuminated boxed bathroom mirror

4314 +VAT Box containing radiator end caps, mouse 
traps, sockets, brackets, door handles etc.

4315 +VAT Large box of assorted items inc. shower 
head, plumbing fittings, shower rails, flush 
valves etc.

4316 +VAT 11 rolls of asssorted cable

4317 +VAT 4 Tavistock toilet seats

4318 +VAT Mira Spirit electric shower and Grohe tap

4319 +VAT Small stainless steel mini sink

4320 2 bath shower mixers

4321 +VAT Single bowl stainless steel sink

4322 +VAT Single bowl stainless steel sink x 2

4323 +VAT 1.5 bowl stainless steel sink

4324 Single bowl stainless steel sink

4325 +VAT 10 boxed assorted toilet seats

4326 +VAT Boiler flue pipe
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4327 +VAT Boxed Prima sink

4328 7 boxes of wall lights

4329 4 small boxes of hand sanitiser

4330 Quantity of flatpack cardboard boxes

4331 Large roll of bubblewrap

4332 Thin roll of bubblewrap

4333 +VAT Approx. 12 packs of loft legs

4334 Ceiling light

4335 +VAT Small radiator and 2 toilet seats

4336 +VAT Small marble style round wash hand 
basin

4337 +VAT Really Useful box

4338 +VAT Small Victorian style radiator

4339 3 stacks of assorted mop buckets

4340 11 rolls of loft insulation

4341 11 rolls of loft insulation

4342 Pack of insulation board

4343 Large wide paper cutter

4344 +VAT Projector screen and 2 rails

4345 +VAT Boxed chair and boxed stool

4346 +VAT Black plastic chair

4347 +VAT Black contemporary style swivel armchair

4348 +VAT Black and grey highback executive style 
swivel armchair

4349 +VAT Grey bar stool in flatpack form

4350 +VAT Black swivel armchair, missing bolts

4351 Wooden black slide framed chair

4352 +VAT Black and blue swivel armchair

4353 +VAT Blue racing style swivel armchair, broken 
base

4354 Safe

4355 HP Designjet 500 wide plan printer

4356 Black highback executive style swivel armchair

4357 +VAT Brown highback executive style swivel 
armchair

4358 +VAT Brown highback executive style swivel 
armchair

4359 +VAT Really Useful plastic box

4360 Coffee and cream multi drawer filing cabinet

4361 Coffee and cream multi drawer filing cabinet

4362 Coffee and cream multi drawer filing cabinet

4363 Coffee and cream multi drawer filing cabinet

4364 Coffee and cream multi drawer filing cabinet

4365 Coffee and cream multi drawer filing cabinet

4366 Coffee and cream multi drawer filing cabinet

4367 Coffee and cream multi drawer filing cabinet

4368 +VAT 6 boxes of AA batteries

4369 Office suite comprising wave fronted desk, 
drawers, cupboard units, lateral filing drawers, 
and ash bookcase

4370 +VAT 1 boxed and 2 unboxed Wiggle stools

4371 4 plastic storage boxes

4372 +VAT White glass topped rise and fall desk

4373 +VAT 2 exhibition displays

4374 Wooden oak effect office desk with 2 drawer 
pedestal and a 2 door cabinet

4375 2 black chrome based bar stools

4376 +VAT 1 boxed and 1 unboxed paper shredder

4377 +VAT Pallet of various items inc. BBQ parts, 
bike helmet, display stands, pick axe head, 
flatpack furniture, body fluid clean up kits etc

4378 +VAT Pallet of various items inc. office phones, 
rubber click together matting, smoke alarms, 
add guards and various other items

4379 +VAT Pallet of items inc. electric cable, bamboo 
shelves, wood, glass shelf, etc

4380 +VAT Pallet of items containing chair parts, 
chemicals, plastic sheeting, chrome tubing, 
plastic shelves etc

4381 +VAT Pallet of car parts and accessories inc. 
front bumpers, air boxes, trim parts, exhaust 
parts, steering wheels etc

4382 +VAT Pallet of assorted items inc. tape, screws, 
brad nails, door furniture, silicon, drawer 
runners, etc

4383 Bambi PT50 oil free twin motor silenced electric 
compressor

4384 6 wheel metal framed trolley

4385 Pallet of assorted tools inc. toolbox, saws, foot 
pump, chainsaw helmet, snow chains, lights, etc

4386 Box of vintage tools inc. planes, saws, scribes 
etc

4387 Hardtop for a vintage car

4388 Polar clean chiller and beer pump

4389 3 tread warehouse step
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4390 +VAT Pallet containing joist hangers and wall 
starter kits

4391 +VAT Pallet of coloured grout, mortar mix and 
cement

4392 Kamu large industrial hacksaw

4393 Megaflow unvented direct small cylinder

4394 Numatic floor polisher and heads

4395 Draper Expert petrol powered pressure washer

4396 Electric mini mixer

4397 Roller stand

4398 Pipe vice and stand

4399 +VAT 3 tread step ladder

4400 Folding aluminium sack truck

4401 Briggs & Stratton petrol powered generator

4402 Sealey petrol powered generator

4403 Trolley jack

4404 Large floor fan

4405 4 17" Toora black alloy wheels

4406 Black & Decker workbench

4407 Black & Decker workbench

4408 Evolution chopsaw on stand

4409 Arcotherm space heater

4410 Draper saw bench

4411 2 builders trestles

4412 Three Makita display stands

4413 +VAT Arkan trolley jack

4414 Black double sectioned toolbox

4415 ECH20 T3+ floor cleaner

4416 +VAT Bike stand

4417 Four Audi alloy wheels and a steel wheel and 
tyre

4418 Alloy wheel and tyre

4419 Two Ford wheels and a space saver wheel and 
tyre

4420 Four tyres size 225/45/17

4421 Cantilever parasol, no base stand

4422 +VAT Flatpack bench

4423 +VAT Lifetime flatpack folding garden bench

4424 Small workbench and a blue toolbox

4425 Draper 14" bandsaw

4426 2 rolls of sandpaper

4427 110v worklight and small breaker

4428 +VAT Box containing Danfoss radiator valves 
and other plumbing items

4429 +VAT Sealey hose clip remover toolkit and 
Sealey star head kit

4430 2 wire baskets of nails, bolts, screws and fixings

4431 +VAT 4 tubs of 5W40 fully synthetic motor oil

4432 +VAT 6 tubs of Nigrin anti-freeze

4433 +VAT 6 tubs of Nigrin anti-freeze

4434 +VAT 12 tubs of 80W 90 transmission oil

4435 Box of electrical switches and an aerial

4436 Skill circular saw

4437 +VAT Box containing door handles, night 
latches etc

4438 +VAT Fire safety pack and 2 appliance removal 
feet

4439 Box containing a power plane, jigsaw and a drill

4440 Large vice

4441 Vintage wooden toolbox containing vintage 
engineering tools and books

4442 Firefly Pyxis solar power pack

4443 110v transformer

4444 +VAT Box containing 3 combination push button 
locks and external key safe

4445 +VAT 3 boxes of downlights, Cat light and 
various light bulbs

4446 +VAT Trolley jack, car ramps and some wheels

4447 1/2 underbay containing screws, washers, saw 
blades, warning triangles, micrometers, 
screwdrivers

4448 +VAT 5 boxes of assorted items inc. lights, 
brackets, chair parts, USB cable and various 
other items

4449 Large underbay of various car parts inc, fan 
belts, lights, manuals, horns etc

4450 Large carpenters vice

4451 Red multi tool

4452 Battery drill with 1 battery and charger plus a 
Bosch battery powered jigsaw with 1 battery and 
charger

4453 Sealey linisher and belt sander

4454 4 paint stirrers

4455 +VAT Box containing a mini drill
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4456 Dewalt angle drill with 1 battery and charger

4457 Large winch with remote control

4458 Bosch GBH 24v battery drill with 1 battery and 
charger

4459 Under bay consisting of sanders, circular saw, 
door furniture and various other tools

4460 Large plastic crate containing Makita drills, 
Ryobi electric plane, DeWalt drills etc

4461 Box containing vintage items including fuel can, 
bearings, exhaust, horns etc

4462 Fall Arrest block

4463 Box containing snow chains, cable, tape, screw 
boxes etc

4464 Citroen relay van wings and various other car 
parts including Ford grill, motor cycle tyre and 
various other parts

4465 2 plastic tool boxes of various assorted tools

4466 Halfords large car battery

4467 2 large van bars

4468 Small vintage pump and 2 guards

4469 Steam team wallpaper stripper

4470 +VAT Black and Decker mini drill set with a 
quantity of drill bits and a Black and Decker drill

4471 Quantity of items to include monster hose, Mitre 
cutter, wood working vice, rolling corner 
machine skates etc

4472 +VAT Large under bay of bags containing 
flexible corner tape, screws, quick dry filler, dry 
wall screws, silicone, red primer, spray foam and 
various other DIY items

4473 110v airless sprayer

4474 Makita 110v 9.5" angle grinder

4475 Large circular saw

4476 2 large clamps

4477 Small table saw

4478 4 boxes containing light switches, sockets, drill 
bits etc

4479 +VAT 2 large alley blocks and steel tubing

4481 +VAT 5 boxes of frame sealant

4482 +VAT 4 tubs of 5w 40 fully synthetic engine oil

4483 Half and under bay of vintage garden tools

4484 +VAT 2 bags containing plumbing items and a 
large quantity of various silicones

4485 2 large bags of drainage fittings

4486 +VAT 8 bags containing various items including 
wire, LED bulbs, lights, spray, cable clips, 
sockets etc

4487 +VAT Makita battery charger

4488 +VAT Britool 36mm and 41mm spanner

4489 +VAT Pair of Rossignol skis

4490 Spit pulsa 700E nail gun

4491 Testo gas flue analyser

4492 Box containing a Makita DRT50 battery powered 
router, no battery or charger

4493 +VAT Box of assorted mag lights

4494 +VAT Gedore talk wrench

4495 +VAT JDSU HT-3000 electrical tester

4496 Seaward prime tester

4497 +VAT Pack of 100 Irwin Stanley knife blades

4498 +VAT Cordless Makita hammer drill (Body only)

4499 +VAT Box of Tesla accessories

4500 +VAT Yale Conexis electronic door handle

4501 Yale Conexis electronic door handle

4502 Yale Conexis electronic door handle

4503 Yale Conexis electronic door handle

4504 +VAT Swann security camera kit

4505 +VAT Screw drivers and a quantity of Fiskars 
pruners

4506 Paslode impulse IM350-90 CT nail gun with two 
batteries and charger

4507 +VAT 2 small DeWalt socket sets

4508 +VAT DeWalt socket set and an empty drill case

4509 Paslode Impulse IM65 F16 nail gun with one 
battery, charger and cartridges

4510 Paslode impulse nail gun with 2 battery and 
charger

4511 +VAT Swann security camera kit

4512 +VAT Three 18v Black and Decker drills, no 
batteries or charger

4513 +VAT 2 Acu-Rite clocks

4514 +VAT 2 Smith and lock safes

4515 +VAT Boxed portable tool box

4516 +VAT Boxed portable tool box

4517 +VAT Boxed portable tool box

4518 +VAT Boxed portable tool box
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4519 +VAT Blue vintage fuel can and a Shell vintage 
fuel can

4520 +VAT Pair of scruffs rigger boots size 46

4521 +VAT 4 boxes of 75w inverters

4522 +VAT Box of car cleaning chemicals

4523 +VAT Davis vantage view weather station

4524 +VAT Sparco race suit

4525 +VAT 2 green jerry cans

4526 +VAT 2 green jerry cans

4527 +VAT 1 green jerry can

4528 +VAT 5 assorted hand brushes

4529 +VAT Sparco blue racing style car seat

4530 3 vintage fuel cans

4531 PSX jumpstart kit with charging lead

4532 Inflatable mattress

4533 +VAT Box of gas

4534 +VAT Boxed jumpstart kit with charging lead

4535 +VAT Catt boxed jumpstart kit with charging 
lead

4536 +VAT Unboxed Catt jumpstart kit with charging 
lead

4537 +VAT Unboxed Catt jumpstart kit with charging 
lead

4538 Small drawer containing hammers, spanners, 
screwdrivers, staple gun, files etc

4539 +VAT Large under bay containing cleaning 
clothes, wiper blades, tyre inflator etc

4540 Micrometre set

4541 +VAT 1/4 of table top containing dust sheets, 
lining paper, paint tray, etc

4542 +VAT 1/4 tabletop containing thermal heat 
reflecting material, tin of anti mould paint, water 
seal and some plastic sheeting

4543 +VAT Sentry Safe digital safe

4544 2 Makita drill bodies no battery/no charger

4545 Hilti reciprocating saw and Hilti drill, 2 batteries 
no charger

4546 2 Makite nut runners, no batteries/no charger

4547 2 Dewalt reciprocating saws, no batteries/no 
charger

4548 Ozito mini pressure washer

4549 +VAT Karcher K4 premium full control electric 
pressure washer with patio cleaning head

4550 Karcher K2 electric pressure washer

4551 Small Karcher 411A electric pressure washer, 
no lance

4552 Small yellow electric pressure washer

4553 Draper double ended bench grinder

4554 Box of 32amp single phase switches

4555 Bucket of floats, box containing plaster paint 
mixing paddles, and large box of silicon

4556 +VAT Bag of ThermoMelt brown Dorus

4557 +VAT 1/4 underbay containing NAC solution, 
wood flooring adhesive, kitchen cleaner and 
various other chemicals

4558 +VAT Bag of safety harnesses

4559 Plastic bag containing small fan heaters

4560 +VAT 3 tubs of Silka fast fix jointing compound 
and dry wall adhesive

4561 +VAT Box containing electrical switches, 
sockets, light bulbs, clips etc.

4562 Various rolls of sandpaper

4563 2 plastic boxes and metal toolbox of various 
blades, chisels, clamps, etc.

4564 +VAT Four assorted vacuum cleaners

4565 Laser engraving machine

4566 +VAT Dewalt wet and dry vacuum cleaner

4567 4 small fire extinguishers

4568 Jet morticer

4569 +VAT 2 boxes of mini car humidifiers

4570 +VAT Large box of multi tool bike repair kits

4571 Sureweld welder

4572 +VAT Approx. 16 sim card databank readers

4573 +VAT Box containing large ram belts and a 
pulley

4574 +VAT Vintage hand pump in a blue box

4575 +VAT 2 reels of armoured cable

4576 +VAT Waterdrop stainless steel counter top 
filtration system

4577 +VAT Delonghi Pinguino air conditioning unit

4578 +VAT Telescopic ladder

4579 +VAT Woods portable air conditioning unit

4580 +VAT Large quantity of canvas toolbags

4581 +VAT 8 x 1ACC rechargeable electric air pumps

4582 +VAT 2 boxes of 75w inverters
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4583 +VAT 2 large brake discs

4584 +VAT Quantity of Minotaur trowels, wire 
strippers, smoothing plane and various other 
tools

4585 4 boxes of 'Documents Enclosed' labels

4586 +VAT 2 palm sanders

4587 Superser gas fire

4588 +VAT 6 packs of Golden Select laminate flooring

4589 +VAT Boxed Pro Shop postage scales

4590 Unboxed Pro Ship postage scale

4591 Box containing small measuring gauges, 
micrometers and drill bits

4592 2 x 100m surveyors style tape measures

4593 Bulk head light

4594 Box of glass blocks

4595 +VAT Boxed tap

4596 Bosch 110v jigsaw

4597 Evolution 110v circular saw

4598 Box of Magic clip tools

4599 +VAT Box of funnels, small toolbox, hard hat 
and various other DIY tools

4600 +VAT Box of paint rollers, cable ties, paint pots, 
etc

4601 +VAT Bag containing approx 70 Car scent air 
fresheners

4602 +VAT Car accessories including Autoliv air bag, 
door seal, tinted side window, number plate 
holders, springs, universal rubber mats and 
brake pads

4603 +VAT Car accessories including Bosch cabin 
filter & oil filter, Mahle thermostat, air filter, 
Nissan coil accessory, gaskets and engine 
spare parts

4604 +VAT Approx 90 car scents air fresheners

4605 +VAT Body filler, paint chip repair system, diesel 
cleaner, car shampoo, Diesel purge, spray 
polish etc

4606 +VAT Car accessories including bearings, pulley 
set, chrome exhaust end, o-ring set, filters, 
wheel nuts, spark plugs, Lambda sensor, bulbs, 
tire valves caps, engine spares etc

4607 +VAT Car accessories including shifter cable, 
spark plugs, bumper part, windscreen wipers, 
piston, bolts, lights, engine parts etc

4608 +VAT Adjustable torque wrench, bungee straps, 
ratchet straps, hose clamp sets, fixings, floating 
mooring line, funnels etc

4609 +VAT Hex key set, Torque locks, drive sockets, 
drill bits, bolt removal sockets, auto stethoscope, 
link pliers, adjustable wrench and other tooling

4610 +VAT Car diagnostic reader, foot pump, 3 
various jump start kits and jump start cables

4611 +VAT Formula One racewear overalls, window 
film, vehicle badges & stickers including Harley-
Davidson, Honda etc, Vehicle check & report 
book, air fresheners etc

4612 +VAT Dimex Size 3XL motorcycle jacket

4613 +VAT R K Sports Size 3XL black motorcycle 
jacket and small red, white & black motorcycle 
jacket (both used condition)

4614 +VAT Wheelchair & bicycle inner tubes, bike 
tires, cycle helmets, handle grips, hand pumps 
and cycle chains

4615 +VAT Kryptonite KryptoFlex cable, U lock, 
Oxford Titan disc lock, Ladies motorcycle 
gloves, motorbike seat pad etc

4616 +VAT Shimano flat pedals, Shimano rear 
derailleur and SRAM 8 & 11 speed chains

4617 +VAT Bike parts including brake pads, handle 
grips, pedals, handles, posts, axle, pulley set etc

4618 +VAT Kenwood car radio, reversing & warning 
alarms, in car phone holders etc

4619 +VAT Orskey S680 driving recorder, Rear 
window camera, night vision dash cam, Ruby lite 
tracer light kit and Rock Bros cycle pedals

4620 +VAT Fanatec Podium advanced paddle module

4621 +VAT Bestway flowclear filter pump and SFA 
Sanitop - Sanibroy Pro

4622 +VAT Amtech 100mm mattock head, nuts, bolts 
washers, brass rings etc

4623 +VAT 4 wheel trims and engine air cooling parts

4624 +VAT 5 tins of wood protective treatment

4625 +VAT Black Orchid fan

4626 +VAT 4 tins of Leyland contract brilliant white 
emulsion

4627 +VAT 4 bottles of 2-stroke engine oil

4628 +VAT 22 tins of foam cleaner

4629 +VAT 11 bottles of Ronseal mould killer and 
sponges

4630 +VAT 7 small Evostick wood glues and large tub 
of wood adhesive
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4631 +VAT 3 tubs of Evostick PVA and tub of 
Everbuild PVA bond

4632 +VAT Underbay containing various Golden 
Select laminate and vinyl flooring

4633 +VAT Underbay containing various tins of 
paints, varnishes and adhesives

4634 +VAT Bag of assorted silicons and a 
groundsheet

4635 +VAT Bag containing various gaffer tape and 
frog tape

4636 +VAT Bag of assorted paint rollers and paint 
brushes

4637 +VAT 6 tubs of brick and patio cleaner

4638 +VAT 6 tubs of wood filler

4639 +VAT 10 tubes of acoustic sealant and adhesive

4640 +VAT 4 large bottles of wood adhesive

4641 +VAT 3 large bottles of PVA

4642 +VAT 8 packs of wet wipes and some air 
freshner

4643 +VAT 3 tubs of Blue Circle multi purpose 
concrete and some grip fill

4644 +VAT Under bay containing decorating items 
incl. lining paper, dust sheets, white spirit wood 
adhesive, etc.

4645 Large assortment of fixings including cable clips, 
screws, bolts, brackets, split pins etc

4646 +VAT 2 x 6kh bag of Bostik Natural patio grout

4647 +VAT Vice, Bosch drill & other drill bits, 12" U 
Gauge Manometer, cable access kit, Torque 
wrench kit and other tooling

4648 Large saw and large Atlas Copco metal tin

4649 +VAT Ducatti XXXL motorbike jacket

4650 Marina 33 outboard motor

4651 +VAT Small quantity of car parts inc. wing and 
wing deflectors

4652 Wooden fire surround with electric fire

4653 Boxed electric wall hung fire

4654 Wall hung fire

4655 +VAT Meaco dehumidifier/air purifier

4656 +VAT Shower kit

4657 +VAT Waste disposal unit and small fan heater

4658 15 boxes of antibacterial spray and wipes

4659 +VAT Quantity of boxes containing toilet seat, 
taps, small copper pipe, filters etc

4660 Black and silver electric fire

4661 +VAT Convector heater

4662 +VAT Mill panel heater

4663 +VAT 2 small Delonghi oil filled radiators 
(boxed)

4664 +VAT Convector heater

4665 6 boxes of under floor heating mats, digital 
program thermostat and some insulation

4666 Paint pod roller system

4667 White multi tread step ladder

4668 3 boxes of ear defenders

4669 5 assorted door handles

5001 +VAT Oak bookcase

5002 2 carved long handled walking sticks

5003 An Ercol Model 469 elm bureau with a fall-front, 
pair of doors and drawer, on castors, w. 82 cm

5004 Drinks globe

5005 +VAT Stephen Bartlett (b. 1942), 
An abstract image, 
signed and numbered I, 32/75, 
screenprint, 
image 43 x 32 cm, 
together with numbers III and IV in the same 
series (3) 
*Please Note: This lot is being sold by a VAT 
registered client, therefore VAT at 20% must be 
added to the hammer price

5006 A pair of aluminium school desks with lift lids 
and tapering legs, w. 56 cm each

5007 Sita (contemporary), 
'Villa Rimbaud' doorway, 
signed, 
pastels, 
image 24 x 16 cm

5008 Dark wood 2 over 2 chest of drawers

5009 Set of scales

5010 9 x pieces of floral patterned Suzie Cooper 
crockery

5011 Paraffin oil lamp

5012 Metal mantle clock with lions and Britannica 
moldings

5013 Highback leather armchair on spindle supports

5014 2 canvases depicting the Silver Surfer and 
Batman and Robin

5015 Hexagonal cricket table on bobbin turned 
supports
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5016 A 1960/70's teak framed square wall mirror, 54 x 
54 cm, together with a 1970's laminate mirror (2)

5017 Large gold framed ornate overmantle mirror

5018 Lined wood effect rectangular mirror

5019 3 paintings depicting members of the Royal 
Family

5020 Illuminated sign spelling LOVE

5021 Grey cloth 2 seater sofa

5022 +VAT Grey leather corner sofa

5023 Pair of West German studio vase lamps with 
large conical shades

5025 Coulson print of a Lancaster bomber plus a print 
of a Scottish military officer

5026 Framed and glazed picture of a harbour scene 
signed Reg. Butler 1979

5027 6 small prints of countryside scenes

5028 Quantity of assorted pictures and canvases 
depicting riverside scenes, dancers, etc

5029 Jack Vetriano print of girl with deck chair

5030 Framed and glazed still life of carrots and 
potatoes signed O.T.Griffith

5031 Framed and glazed film advertising poster of 
'Singing in the Rain'

5032 Framed and glazed watercolour of a riverside 
scene

5033 1970's acrylic on board painting of a Parisian 
streetside scene

5034 2 pictures, 1 of an embroided Aboriginal style of 
bird and 1 of a nude lady signed Hame (1/1)

5035 2 pencil sketches of streetside scenes

5036 Framed portrait of a lady

5037 Framed and glazed Guinness poster

5038 Pine framed mirror

5039 +VAT Carved tribal mask

5040 Still life of flowers and candle

5041 2 canvases making 1 picture of wine glass and 
flowers

5042 Framed and glazed watercolour of mountain 
scene signed Reg. Butler

5043 Framed and glazed picture of a deer at rest

5044 Framed and glazed watercolour of a castle on a 
lakeside scene

5045 3 assorted pictures - 1 of a stagecoach, 1 of 
children at rest and 1 of children at play

5046 Assorted collection of pictures to include cartoon 
style street scenes and countryside scenes

5047 +VAT Collection of contemporary modern 
paintings to include portrait of young girl, street 
scenes, posters, etc

5048 Framed and glazed picture of a Siamese cat

5049 Limited edition print (16/150) by Mike Jackson of 
two children in hoodies with dog

5050 Large collection of assorted pictures to include 
birds, riverside scenes and small child with dog

5051 Framed picture of 2 golden retrievers titled 
'Penny and Jason' by Terry Shelborne

5052 Pair of framed and glazed watercolours of 
seaside and lakeside scenes

5053 Large quantity of assorted pictures to include 
cricketers, forest scenes, etc

5054 Silver framed oval mantle mirror

5055 Framed and glazed still life of poppies

5056 Framed and glazed watercolour of Highdown 
Farringford signed A.R.Tiddell

5057 Oil on canvas of a still life of fruit and bowls

5058 Box containing a quantity of prints to include 
misty morning, cityscape, coastal scene plus 
mirrors

5059 Wall clock in the shape of a barrel top with 
family photographs inserted

5060 5 assorted framed and glazed pictures of town 
scenes

5061 Black and white picture of deer in Woburn Park

5062 Fob watch stand in the form of a triangular 
Oriental frame

5063 A Boss Design 'Kruze' glass occasional table 
with a frosted glass surface on a four-star base, 
d. 80 cm 
£40-60

5064 Jewellery display case in oak containing 
jewellery boxes

5065 2 trinket boxes

5066 Oak extending dining table on grey supports

5067 +VAT 3 grey Draylon chairs on black supports

5068 Anglepoise lamp in orange

5069 Pie crust edge occasional table on barley twist 
supports in oak

5070 A contemporary Alba Elys halogen uplighter

5071 Oak hi-fi cabinet

5072 Bronze figure of a cat
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5073 Astrominus workbox

5074 Oak dining extending table with black marble 
inserts and 6 matching chairs

5075 A Danish pine wine rack

5076 A pair of Just Andersen pewter candelabrum, h. 
24 cm each

5077 Copper wine tray

5078 Oak 3 over 2 door sideboard with black marble 
inserts

5079 Oak Arthur Price cutlery box with cutlery

5080 A 1960's Danish copper-finished ceiling light 
shade

5081 Barometer

5082 Oak topped sideboard with 2 tone grey drawers

5083 Vintage gramophone

5084 Circular glass top table on cast metal legs

5085 2 button seat chairs with spindle back supports 
in oak

5086 Metal plant stand on matching standing blue

5087 Gold painted French mantle clock

5088 Contemporary design horse head made from 
driftwood

5089 High gloss black sideboard

5090 Pair of Oriental decorated dish bowls

5091 Erik Magnussen for Stelton, a pair of hot-water 
jugs, one boxed

5092 Teak kneehole dressing table and a 3 drawer 
matching chest of drawers

5093 Black painted wicker chair

5094 2 red painted stools with tractor seat tops

5095 3 elm childrens chairs

5096 Large quantity of trinket boxes containing 
badges, brassware, postcards, auctioneers 
gavel, etc

5097 +VAT 2 blue leather effect tub chairs

5098 +VAT Adjustoform dressmakers model

5099 1960's Scandart armchair in brown

5100 Oak kitchen table

5101 Nest of 3 tables in oak

5102 Oatmeal soft furnishings armchair with teak 
support

5103 Rene Holton for Artifort, a 'Libel' chair in brown, 
badge to the underside

5104 1940s swivel office chair

5105 Plastic model of a 2 masted sailing ship

5106 Middle Eastern decorated large brass tray

5107 Italian glass dining table with two retractable 
leaves 
*Retailed by Heals and the original cost believed 
to be circa £4,000*

5108 Pair of cream painted table lamps with shades

5109 Pair of stickback kitchen chairs

5110 Oval coffee table on cabriole legs

5111 Ercol oval dining table with 6 matching Ercol 
chairs

5112 +VAT Grey suede effect reclining armchair

5113 Adjustable desk lamp in orange

5114 Bucket effect umbrella stand with walking sticks

5115 Dropleaf dining table in teak

5116 Quantity of aluminium warning signs

5117 Brown glazed studio pottery lamp

5118 Metal ware water jug and goblets

5120 5 Thonet chairs

5121 +VAT 4 grey cloth chairs on black supports

5122 +VAT Neward stool with black rexine top

5123 5 oak heavily carved dining chairs on spindle 
supports with black rexine seating

5124 Pair of grey painted dining chairs with grey 
upholstery

5125 Pair of 4 drawer bedside cabinets in oak effect 
finish

5126 Dark wood rectangular coffee table

5127 Metal 2 handled urn with legs

5128 Oak nest of 3 tables

5129 Rectangular oak coffee table with shelf under

5130 Pair of white painted bedside single drawer 
cabinets and a laundry box

5131 6 Border Fine Arts figures on wooden plinths

5132 Rectangular glass top contemporary design 
table with oak effect supports

5133 Wooden figure of a ship entitled 'Fragata'

5134 Rectangular oak top table with 5 blue rexine 
chairs on black supports

5135 Game of Quoits and a boxed croquet set

5136 Dark stained pigeon hole rack
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5137 Heavily carved camphor wood box

5138 Cased Frister & Rossmann sewing machine

5139 6 volumes of Swinburne poems

5140 Book on Florica

5141 Teak 4 drawer by 1 door sewing machine 
cabinet

5142 4 black metal framed chairs with beige 
upholstery

5143 Matisse carpet in brown

5144 His Master's Voice Bakelite radio

5145 Teak framed stool with orange upholstery

5146 Oak 3 drawer chest of drawers with chrome 
handles

5147 Oak hi-fi cabinet

5148 Hornsea vase

5149 Pair of wooden carved African figuress

5150 Oak dressing table

5151 Canvas suitcase containing a leather carry case 
inscribed 'The Staffordshire Regiment'

5152 Quantity of teak shelving units

5153 Pair of Formula 1 prints

5154 Large quantity of teak bedroom furniture to 
include pot cupboard, sewing machine table, 
chest of three drawers, shelving unit and a 
single door cupboard with albums, sheet music 
and a drawer shelf unit

5155 Metal adjustable table lamp

5156 1950's toilet mirror

5157 Copper kettle and a mahogany tea caddy

5158 Oak wood topped kitchen table with stainless 
steel shelving

5159 A modern Ercol elm dining table with a single 
frieze drawer, 110 x 110 cm

5160 Quantity of illuminated letters

5161 2 x brass finished ceiling lights

5162 Pine two over two chest of drawers

5163 Single standard lamp and a white hat and coat 
rack

5164 Canvas travel trunk with wood banding entitled 
A.F. Marx

5165 Oval drop leaf table in oak

5166 4 x oak framed chairs with black Rexine seats

5167 3 x metal based stools with beech tops

5168 Glass cylindrical vase in red and blue

5169 Pair of Aynsley table lamps

5170 Bells Scotch Whisky decanter

5171 3 x boxed Board of Fine Arts figures

5172 Stripped pine two over two door kitchen 
cupboard

5173 Pair of Bergere topped ladder back dining chairs

5174 A set of four Greaves & Thomas mahogany 
ladder-back dining chairs with drop-in seats 
*Sold subject to our Soft Furnishings Policy- 
https://www.peacockauction.co.uk/lot-guidance/ 
£200-300

5175 Oval topped wingnut table with single bobbin 
turn support

5176 2 x horn topped walking sticks

5177 Beech dining table with glazed insert plus 6 x 
blue fabric chairs

5178 Anglepoise style desk lamp

5179 Lace makers cushion

5180 Satin walnut dressing chest 
£40-60

5181 *Withdrawn*

5182 +VAT 4 x folding tables in oak and a wheel 
backed chair in elm

5183 Dark wood TV stand of two drawers over two 
shelves

5184 Meltonian Shoe Cream display stand

5185 +VAT Nest of two tables in teak

5186 Cast metal door stop in the shape of chicken 
with chick

5187 Dark wood square topped coffee table with shelf 
under

5188 Pair of two chrome based barbers chairs in 
black Rexine

5189 Bulbous form vase and a green glass vase

5190 Five drawer pine chest of drawers

5191 Brass effect and glass ceiling light

5192 Dark wood music cabinet with four decorated 
panels

5193 Dark wood cased His Masters Voice 
gramophone

5194 +VAT Illuminated Raiders sign

5195 2 x square teak effect topped tables on metal 
supports
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5196 3 x embroidered topped footstools

5197 Wooden model of a Viking ship

5198 Cased Vesta sewing machine

5199 His Masters Voice gramophone

5200 A vintage metal desk with a tooled leather 
surface over an arrangement of four drawers 
and a slide, 117 x 86 cm, together with a five-
drawer letter cabinet

5201 Sankey Sheldon mounted drawer cabinet and a 
large stapler

5202 Single armchair with floral fabric

5203 Two seater sofa in striped fabric with matching 
footstool

5204 Large folio of assorted watercolours

5205 Pair of mahogany hall chairs with green floral 
upholstery

5206 Philippe Starck for Kartell, a pair of 'Dr No' 
stacking armchairs

5207 3 plank stripped pine kitchen table

5208 Bundle of walking sticks

5209 Box of Maeve Binchy books

5210 Low slung hi-gloss coffee table

5211 Brown leather 2 seater sofa

5212 Pair of wing back button back leather arm chairs

5213 Pair of chrome based table lamps

5214 Brass table lamp with crystal garnishes

5215 Bakelite bush radio

5216 2 rubber wood tables with slide in slide out 
tables and a matching coffee table

5217 Oak extending dining table with 6 matching 
chairs

5218 Bakelite bush radio

5219 Metal topped kitchen table in cream

5220 Nest of 3 dark wood tables with glass inserts

5221 Circular coffee table on ball and claw feet

5222 Telescopic circular glass topped table on red 
metal stand

5223 Collection of items to include a buddha figurine, 
buddha heads, welcoming hands and a cast 
metal trinket box

5224 Walnut veneered extending coffee table

5225 Cast iron boot scraper and a lions head door 
knocker

5226 Oval dark wood dining table on twin supports

5227 Cased sewing machine

5228 Circular set of nesting tables

5229 Pair of contemporary design benches with blue 
upholstery on chrome base

5230 Pair of contemporary design benches with blue 
upholstery on chrome base

5231 Cased Singer sewing machine

5232 Pair of cream table lamps in urn form

5233 Bureau bookcase in oak

5234 +VAT Single box of flatpack furniture and a 
quartz wall clock

5235 3 metal adjustable floor lamps

5236 2 vintage typewriters

5237 Sliding door cupboard in teak

5238 Dinner gong and a smokers stand in onyx

5239 Hard carry case containing cricket equipment

5240 Teak side board of 3 drawers over 3 doors

5241 Large quantity of assorted pictures to include 
street scenes, country side scenes etc

5242 Dark wood fire surround with electric fire

5243 Framed map of Spanish Americans and a 
picture of sailing boats

5244 Cased Vesta sewing machine

5245 Pine knee hole dressing table

5246 Lloyd loom linen basket in pink

5247 Adjustable table lamp

5248 Pair of bathroom laundry stands in pine

5249 3 pieces of oak top white painted bedroom 
furniture to include a pair of bedside cabinets 
and a desk

5250 Cased Singer sewing machine

5251 6 pieces of furniture to include two 5 drawer 
bedside cabinets, knee hole desk, 2 over 3 
chest of drawers and a 2 over 4 chest of drawers 
plus a mirror

5252 Small brown leather beanbag

5253 3 drawer over 2 door dark wood cabinet

5254 Grey painted occasional table with shelf under 
and glass insert

5255 Rectangular coffee table in pine on trestle 
supports

5256 Pair of small dark wood 4 drawer cabinets
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5257 Pine 2 door wardrobe with 3 drawer shelving 
unit

5258 White painted hall shelving unit

5259 +VAT 2 kitchen tables - one in blue, one in wood 
finish plus a Lloyd loom linen basket

5260 Wicker tub chair and a green dreylon lounge 
chair

5261 Box of vintage records

5262 Circular top table on single tripod base

5263 +VAT Large quantity of flatpack furniture to 
include rocking chairs, cupboards etc

5264 +VAT Pair of lined oak dining chairs with green 
upholstery

5265 +VAT Toy monkey

5266 Oak 2 drawer over 2 door sideboard

5267 Hacker radio

5269 Circular oak table

5270 1940's reclining armchair with grey fabric

5271 Box containing lace work and a ladies vanity box

5272 Box containing 2 domed clocks and a tea caddy

5273 2 boxes of assorted china to include ramekins, 
serving bowls, storage jars etc

5274 Teak sideboard

5275 Blue painted armchair with floral decoration

5276 Oak effect 4 pigeon hole storage rack and a 2 
door cupboard

5277 5 drawer chest of drawers in lined oak effect

5278 Mahogany effect glazed display cabinet with 
cupboard under plus a glazed pine bookcase 
with cupboard under

5279 Large quantity of beech effect furniture to 
include 2 door glazed wall cabinet, corner unit, 
two 4 drawer bedside cabinets and two 2 door 
cupboards

5280 Brown leather-effect dining chair

5281 Beech stick back dining chair

5282 Single drawer over single shelf occasional table

5283 Stone glass collection plus a shaving mirror

5284 Dark wood single door by 3 drawer sideboard 
with chrome handles

5285 Metal 5 branch candlestick

5286 Large drop leaf dining table in teak

5287 Nest of 3 tables in dark wood with tiled inserts

5288 Pine effect single pedestal desk with a 3 shelved 
matching book case

5289 +VAT Boxed Bridgeport design table lamp set

5290 Gilt framed mantle mirror

5291 Single drawer rectangular dark wood coffee 
table with shelf under

5292 File box plus a quantity of office tidy trays

5293 3 brass effect table lamps with bulbus form with 
beige shades

5294 Stripped pine 2 drawer over 2 door kitchen 
cupboard

5295 Nest of 3 G-plan tables in dark wood

5296 3 Carved beech dining chairs with embroidered 
seats 
£10-20

5297 4 tier oak bookcase

5298 White painted bedside cabinet and a white 
painted chest of drawers

5299 Black 2 door wardrobe

5300 Fur coat

5301 Wedding dress

5302 Wooden tribal mask

5303 +VAT Framed Michael Jackson poster

5304 Quantity of pictures to include countryside 
scenes

5305 3 blue sky prints in silver frames

5306 Quantity of pictures and mirrors to include 
railway scenes etc

5307 +VAT Quantity of mirrors and pictures

5308 Leather jerkin

5309 Fur coat

5310 Large rectangular mirror with mirrored frame

5311 Framed and glazed print signed Alan Ingham of 
countryside scene

5312 Rectangular mirror

5313 Oil on canvas of a lake district scene signed S G 
Anderson

5314 Large rectangular mirror with mirrored frame

5315 Bentwood part bedstead (a/f)

5316 Oval mirror

5317 +VAT (10) Circular bevelled mirror

5318 Picture of 2 terriers at work
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5319 Box of assorted pictures and picture frames

5320 6 wheel back chairs

5321 Slatted dark wood bench

5322 G-plan circular coffee table with glass insert

5323 Dark wood extending table with 2 leaves

5324 Oval kitchen table, stool and 4 matching dining 
chairs

5325 4ft 6 mattress and divan

5326 4ft 6 double bed with divan bed

5327 +VAT Stillage of flatpack furniture

5328 +VAT Stillage of flatpack furniture

5329 +VAT Quantity of flatpack furniture

5330 Pair of blue upholstered large seated heavily 
carved armchairs

5331 4ft 6 double bed mattress

5332 Double bed mattress and divan base

5333 +VAT Large blue and cream carpet

5334 5 assorted carpets to include floor runners, 
circular carpets etc

5335 Quantity of navel uniforms and long coats

5336 Large rectangular carpet in red with geometric 
designs

5337 Dark wood 2 door glazed tv stand containing 
books on steam engines and gardening books

5338 3 drawer chest of drawers in distressed paint 
finish

5339 Black suit

5340 Rolled carpet in beige with green swirled pattern

5341 2 boxes of assorted pictures and picture frames

5342 Small rectangular carpet with geometric and 
floral design in yellows, oranges and greens

5343 +VAT Pair of boxed carpets and a mattress 
topper

5344 Woollen Afghan mat 1.6 x 2m

5345 Large rectangular carpet in red and blue

5346 +VAT Single box of flatpack furniture

5347 +VAT Quantity of flatpack furniture

5348 +VAT 3 assorted rugs - Grey, floral and one 
other

5349 Beech and pine 4ft bedstead (AF) 
£80-120

5350 Pair of carpets to include a elements carpet of 
floral design with red and black plus an oriental 
rectangular carpet in blue and beige with floral 
design

5351 Quantity of pictures to include maps, cigarette 
cards, countryside scenes

5352 3 milk churns

5353 Glazed 2 door display cabinet

5354 1950's dark wood 2 door display cabinet

5355 Fabric day bed

5356 A Boss Design 'Kruze' glass occasional table 
with a frosted glass surface on a four-star base, 
d. 80 cm 
£40-60

5357 Vintage bird cage

5358 Large red leather corner sofa

5359 2 signed limited edition prints of sailing ships by 
John Steven

5360 Gilt framed rectangular mirror

5361 Childs rocking horse

5362 Walnut veneered bow fronted sideboard of 3 
drawers by 2 doors

5363 +VAT 4 grey suede effect tub chairs on black 
supports

5364 Wooden banded trunk

5365 5 drawer CD stand

5366 Copper bed warmer

5367 10 drawer leather office tidy

5368 2 drawer A4 filing cabinet in teak

5369 Corner chair with brown upholstery

5370 Pair of pictures of ships - one entitled Ethiopian 
clipper ship

5371 Framed and glazed pencil sketch of a mountain 
scene

5372 Framed and glazed poster of a dance festival in 
Sevilla

5373 4 assorted pictures to include cats, ships, 
countryside scenes

5374 Framed and glazed picture of a steam engine 
made from clock parts

5375 Framed and glazed watercolour of local interest 
signed Henry Standard

5376 +VAT Framed and glazed boxed set of African 
figures

5377 +VAT Fishing rod
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5378 Vintage JK Holmes 1950's telescope with 
original packing

5379 Dark wood coal scuttle

5380 Wood banded blue canvas travel trunk

5381 A low Boss Design 'Milli' coffee table with a 
frosted glass surface, 150 x 75 cm

5382 A Boss Design 'Milli' coffee table with a frosted 
glass surface, 150 x 75 cm

5383 A Boss Design 'Milli' coffee table with a frosted 
glass surface, 150 x 75 cm

5384 Framed and glazed print of a multi coloured 
monkey face

5385 Bundle of fishing rods

5386 Quantity of fishing rods

5387 Quantity of fishing rods

5388 +VAT Painters easel

5389 Canvas of a 1950's street side scene

5390 Box of fishing rods

5391 3 assorted cameras

5392 Box of record collector magazines

5393 2 snooker cue carries and snooker cues

5394 Box of brass lamps and trays

5395 Quantity of Star Trek magazines and Star Trek 
memorabilia

5396 Quantity of 5 Christmas albums containing 
Christmas cards

5397 Marble rectangular table lamp base

5398 2 brass candlestick holders

5399 +VAT Mosaic globe

5400 4 boxes of assorted china to include Royal 
Worchester and others

5401 4 boxes of vinyl LP's

5402 Box containing shellac records, embroideries 
and floral prints

5403 Single box of studio ware china with a brown 
and floral design

5404 Single stack of LP's, some live radio cassettes 
plus a box of LP's

5405 Box of commemorative plaques

5406 2 bags and a single box of DVD's and CD's

5407 3 boxes of assorted books to include The 
Business Encyclopaedia and others

5408 4 boxes of assorted books to include postcards, 
antique yearbook, book of flying etc

5409 3 boxes of assorted ceramics to include resin 
figures of elephants, busts, hedgehogs and 
some white metal ware

5410 Quantity of enamelled water jugs and bread bins

5411 2 boxes of decanters, glass serving bowls etc

5412 Single electro plated electric table lamp

5413 Single box of LP's and a bag of single

5414 Single box of LP's

5415 Single box of mainly military reference books

5416 3 boxes of assorted china to include September 
morn duchess floral decorated china and others

5417 2 cased Singer sewing machine

5418 Box of themodist reels

5419 2 boxes of aircraft models

5420 Copper trivet and warming pans

5421 4 boxes of assorted china to include Denby, 
Wedgewood, jelly moulds etc

5422 Box of long champ crystal whiskey glasses and 
wine glasses

5423 2 boxes containing various figures to include 
elephant, bear, man on bench etc

5424 2 boxes of assorted resin dogs, chicken figures, 
large wine glasses and dressing table sets

5425 Box of children's magazines

5426 3 boxes of assorted LP's to include ABBA, Paul 
McCartney, Genesis Live etc

5427 3 boxes of assorted singles to include David 
Essex etc

5428 Purple flower vase

5429 Twin decanter carrier and a large water jug

5430 4 assorted albums of coastal scenes, churches 
and houses

5431 Vintage Brother typewriter and a cased 
Husqvarna sewing machine

5432 2 boxes of DVD's to include Game of Thrones, 
Captain America etc

5433 3 boxes of assorted ceramics to include 
teachers mugs, dolphin figures, storage jars and 
collectible plates etc

5434 Box of embroidery patterns and wool

5435 2 desk mounted adjustable lamps

5436 Set of hall mark bowls
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5437 Box containing Meccano pieces

5438 2 boxes of assorted children's annuals to include 
top of the pops, football parade etc

5439 5 boxes of assorted items to include butterfly 
toys, paraffin lamps etc

5440 5 boxes of assorted china to include collectible 
plates, bowls, water jugs, dolphin figures, plush 
puppy toys etc

5441 3 boxes of assorted china to include oriental 
ware, clocks, large ceramic vases etc

5442 3 boxes of assorted items to include snakes and 
ladders, collectible travel dolls, toy guns, vintage 
Lego etc

5443 Stack of Elvis Presley records

5444 Single box of collectible bottles

5445 Box of laser etched glass ornaments

5446 2 boxes of toys to include Action Man, Jeep, 
model sets, F1 racing cars, Mickey Mouse etc

5447 6 boxes of assorted items to include plumbing 
fittings, coffee jugs, water jugs, white ceramic 
plates, clothing etc

5448 Single box of glass candle sticks, white metal 
candle sticks and glass bowls

5449 2 x boxes containing porcelain dolls

5450 Box containing 7 jigsaw puzzles

5451 7 boxes of assorted LP's and singles

5452 Box of modern reproduction aluminium 
enamelled signs to include London 
Underground, Martini, Shell Oil etc

5453 Resin figure of a African women with child

5454 Single box of aircraft models to include Eagle 
and Air Fix

5455 2 cased Singer sewing machines

5457 2 tin boxes of assorted items to include pictures, 
glass vases, collectible tins etc

5458 Stack of 5 jigsaw puzzles

5459 Box of oriental import ware china to include 
teapot, tea cups and saucers

5460 2 mantle clocks and a barometer

5461 Single box of CD's

5462 Single box of glassware to include shot glasses, 
ash trays etc

5463 2 cased snooker cues, set of snooker balls and 
a travel snooker table

5464 Box of mainly football annuals

5465 2 boxes of DVD's to include King of the Hill, 
Porridge etc

5466 2 boxes of books to include Bobby Robson etc

5467 Box of a book and papers

5468 3 boxes of assorted vinyl, LP's to include Billy 
Idle, The Drifters etc

5469 Single box of collectible plates

5470 Single box of items to include barometers, 
copper sieves, Wedgewood, jelly moulds etc

5471 Jam preserve pan and a brass jug

5472 +VAT Box containing Jasper ware, ruby glass 
cornucopia plus a quantity of crockery

5473 Large quantity of 10 boxes to include teapots, 
mugs, plates, china by Cathy Winkle etc

5474 Under bay of boxed vinyl albums

5475 8 boxes of assorted items to include glassware, 
white metal ware, collectible dolls, resin figures 
etc

5476 N gauge toy train display

5477 4 assorted collectible coin display frames with 
coins Elizabeth II gold jubilee coin etc

5478 Single box of frosted crystal glasses and trays

5479 3 boxes of cut glass decanters, trays, wine 
glasses, drink glasses

5480 3 boxes of assorted china to include floral 
decorated china by Derby china, teapots, floral 
trinket boxes etc

5481 4 boxes of assorted items to include military 
bags, cut glass bowls, blue and white ginger 
jars, photographic projector etc

5482 3 boxes of 7" singles to include Queen etc

5483 3 boxes of assorted vinyl albums to include 
Sound of Music etc

5484 4 pairs of binoculars

5485 Copper clad coal bucket and a vintage radio

5486 Single box of resin figures of Heroes of the Wild 
West to include cowboys and native Americans

5487 Single box of 7" singles to include Paul 
McCartney, Poison etc

5488 Military ammo box and a jacket

5489 Quantity of brass elephant figurines and a bell

5490 Box of assorted playing cards to include Frozen, 
Capture the world, Beer can alley game etc

5491 Small box of reference books to include 
Staffordshire portrait figures, brass ware etc
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5492 Box of shells and fans

5493 Box of cutlery

5494 Single box of LP's by Tom Jones, Queen etc

5495 Single box of items to include blue glass ware 
and a pouter jug

5496 4ft 6 mattress

5497 +VAT John Lewis king sized mattress

5498 +VAT King size mattress

5499 +VAT Queen size mattress

5500 +VAT Double mattress

5501 +VAT Double mattress

5502 +VAT (6) Mirror in dark wood frame

5503 +VAT (5) Mirror in metal frame with shelf under

5504 Quantity of laundry racks and knitting needle 
box

5505 Wall clock

5506 2 framed 3D pictures

5507 +VAT Print of stream with bridge and trees in 
background

5508 Under bay of The Great Musicians magazines, 
vintage albums etc

5509 +VAT Cage of military breathing apparatus

5510 Cage of assorted items to include vintage fire 
extinguishers, gun cleaning kits, 
commemorative boxes, military boots etc

5511 Cage containing ceramics, china, cut glass, 
cutlery

5512 Cage of vintage LP's

5513 Cage containing Shellac record, Royal 
Engineers frame, medallion, and coronation 
ephemera

5514 Cage containing ceramics to include collectible 
plates, china, cut glass vases

5515 Cage of Duchess floral decorated china and a 
coffee pot

5516 Cage of various wine glasses, dessert bowls, cut 
glass lidded bowls

5517 Cage of assorted books to include papers

5518 Cage containing assorted coffee canisters

5519 Cage of assorted glassware to include horse 
decorated shot glasses, decanters, carnival 
ware, glass vases

5520 Cage containing assorted items to include 
1950's lamp shade, cart horse etc

5521 3 boxes of assorted gramophone records

5522 Vintage golf bag and clubs

5523 Fishing rod by Hyper Looper with reel plus a 
fisherman's day bed

5524 Quantity of walking sticks

5525 +VAT Quantity of fishing lures

5526 Cage of assorted white metal drinking goblets

5527 Cage of china decorated in white and silver rim

5528 Cage containing jug and a floral decorated vase

5529 Cage of costume jewellery to include watches, 
necklaces etc

5530 Cage of white metal ware to include single bud 
vases, sugar bowls and cream jugs

5531 3 x boxes of assorted vinyl to include Dr Hook, 
Disco Hits albums etc

5532 3 x vintage suitcases

5533 2 x cages of band painted glassware

5534 Single cage of assorted oriental import china 
and a black vase

5535 Cage of Royal Doulton collectable plates and 
Anysley ware

5536 Cage of collectable bus, tin plate toys

5537 Cage of 3 x collectable figurines, pidgeon, dog 
and a wren

5538 2 x boxes of items to include a klaxon, mantle 
clocks, vases and illuminated work magnifying 
lights

5539 Cage of items to include cocktail glasses, 
orange vases and decanters

5540 Cage of assorted nutcrackers and bottle 
openers

5541 Cage of Wedgwood floral and white china

5542 Cage of assorted items to include large hand 
ornament, figurines, bird figures etc

5543 Cage of items to include a blue lustre, Doulton 
kettle, glass figurines

5544 Cage of assorted items to include Aynsley vase, 
Cotswold china and a red glass vase

5545 5 x assorted military helmets

5546 Box of brass ware to include jugs, chestnut 
warmers, cat figures

5547 3 x boxes of assorted vinyl LPs, to include Latin 
with Love, Jim Reeves, The Gypsy Princess etc

5548 Cage containing Golly brooch collection
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5549 Cage of items to include water jugs, ginger jars, 
figurines etc

5550 Cage of items to include ornamental vases, 
ginger jars, oriental scene decorated plates and 
fish plate

5551 Cage of items to include Aynsley china

5552 Cage of white metal ware to include coffee pots, 
candlesticks and skates

5553 Cage of items to include collectable plates and 
china

5554 4 x Ladderback dining chairs in beech

5555 Cage of items to include dolls house furniture, 
small blue and white coffee cups and collectable 
t-shirts

5556 Cage of items to include blue and white teapot, 
cat figurines, bird figurine etc

5557 Cage of brown studio ware cups, saucers, 
teapot and a large plate

5558 Cage of items to include bottle openers, a brush 
set, bird figurine

5559 Cage of collectable items to include spinal 
column coaster, books on plant pathology, 
rocks, mineral samples etc

5560 Box of tin plate die cast toys

5561 Wooden box of assorted 7" singles to include 
Foreigner, Jonny Mathis

5562 4 x boxes of 7" singles

5563 Cage containing a small quantity of white metal 
ware cutlery, to include sugar tongs, spoons etc

5564 Cage containing drinks optic, decanters, wine 
glasses, nut cracker, corkscrew

5565 Cage containing assorted items to include resin 
tray, Copeland china etc

5566 Cage containing mainly coffee cups, tea cups 
and Mittlatetch china

5567 Large quantity of costume jewellery to include 
watches, necklaces, earrings, miniature fob 
watches etc

5568 Cage containing cut glass bowls, carriage 
clocks, note holders etc

5569 3 x boxes of assorted records to include Andy 
Williams, Party Time and 50 Years of American 
Movies

5570 Quantity of cricket bats, tennis rackets and 
cricket pads

5571 Quantity of military hats, military buttons and 
starch collars

5572 Quantity of military hats

5573 Cage containing a large quantity of Royal 
Doulton Toby jugs to include gardener, the 
fisherman, the butcher etc

5574 Cage containing signed autographed pictures of 
Neil Martin and collectable Pitmans Shorthand 
book, Practical Mechanics etc

5575 Cage containing collectable handbags

5576 Cage containing cut glass wine glasses and 
whisky glasses

5577 Cage containing wrist watches, fob watches, 
trinket boxes

5578 Cage containing Staffordshire flatback style 
figures, oriental jugs, figurines

5579 Cage containing assorted items to include 
Masons lidded jar, firedogs, ginger jars, wooden 
turned trinket boxes

5580 Cage containing assorted items to include 
engine turned lidded boxes, white metal trays, 
teapot, coffee pot and toast rack

5581 Cage containing vases, glass flower vases, soda 
syphons

5582 +VAT Box of camouflage clothing

5583 9 x boxes of assorted books to include Bill 
Bryson, Asa Briggs, Alfred Bestall, 
Encyclopaedia World Atlas etc

5584 Cage containing sea shells

5585 Cage containing plastic farmyard and zoo 
animal figures and a Britains Ceremonial 
Collection Guard of Honour

5586 Cage containing assorted Matchbox Radio 
Times and other collectable diecast toys

5587 Cage containing collectable lorry figurines to 
include Cargo King, Morrisons, Hamleys etc

5588 Cage containing a collectable bus, diecast 
models and other toys

5589 Cage containing vintage radio, wine glasses, 
biscuit barrel, ornamental figures and china

5590 A kukri

5591 Cage containing collectable Corgi lorry models 
and a Corgi Chipperfield Circus set

5592 Cage containing Vanguards collectable dieast 
models

5593 13 x boxes of assorted CDs and DVDs

5594 2 x boxes of models of Yesteryear and Days 
Gone By lorries, cars and buses

5595 Silver framed mirror and a pin cushion doll

5596 Small quantity of collectable cutlery and a white 
metal tray
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5597 3 x boxes of promotional models, Corgi Oxford 
die cast and other Days Gone By collectable 
models

5599 Clock in the shape of a carriage clock

5600 3 x boxes of football programmes

5601 Boxed Sleep Origins mattress

5602 +VAT Dormeo Memory Plus single mattress

5603 +VAT Dormeo Memory Plus single mattress

5604 +VAT Dormeo Memory Foam mattress boxed

5605 quantity of maps, constable prints and oil 
paintings of winter scenes plus winter and costal 
scenes

5606 +VAT Dormeo single mattress

5607 +VAT Dormeo single mattress

5608 Single beech spindle back kitchen armchair

5609 +VAT Illuminated Supreme sign

5610 Phonograph reproduction vintage turntable, 
radio and DVD player

5611 Part of a sculling oar
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